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ROASTING CHESTNUTS (cont’d from p.25) .
do: no mean feat, particularly in these days of analysis. Also, 
and even more indicative of real thought and craftsmanship \very 
rare in today’s writing), even the minor characters are capable 
of surprising you with actions whichj on reflection, tarn ou o 
have been inevitable for them. Manveil takes the trouble to be 
logical, and it shows upbeautifully in his characters.

Logic is also impressively evident in his treatment of magic,. 
It’s not his field - he’s a film critic and radio-TV writer by 
trade*- and he has none of the. standard vocabulary of words and 
concepts we know so well (call them in-group cliches, if you will). 
I think this works to his advantage: one of the reasons his 
picture is so effective it that he had to start from.scratch 
developing his magic thoughtfully,:, with an open, rational mind. 
For this reason he communicates iristantly and convincingly - ther 
is not a bit of obfuscation or mysticism in the.book. -nA™

Another strong reason for the-convincing impact of ihe Dream- 
ers is the low-key quality of the writing. _ The. almost hysterical 
tension and excitement that characterises the usual suspense 
novel" is totally lacking; instead, there is a kind of straight 
narrative reporting that simply presents each event as it 
and leaves the value-judgement and the reacting to the reader. This 
may not have been intentional; but a find it much more effective 
more "real" than if I had been whipped up into a fine emotional 
froth and left with nothing but an exaggerated relief from arti
ficial tension when the hero won. This way, instead of just^'mem

*

ficial tension when the hero won. „ . .orv of my own excitement, I have a whole collection of visu 1 
ages through which I can bo back and. relive that final scene, 
out touching the book.

The events themselves are exciting enough.
So - that about wraps up The Dreamers, a novel by Roger 

veil: Simon and. Schuster, New York; 1958. Go thou, and. brave 
vicissitudes of your local library; and if even that ultimate 
authority, the card file (thrice checked, at prudent intervals) 
claims that they.have it not, pound thou and thunder upon the desk 
of the Highest Freebish, and in wail most piteous and strident 
beseech and require that they damn well get it.

with-

Man- 
the

--jock root.

FANTASTIC UNIVERSE, November, 1959
' Rosel Brown leads off with "Save Your Confederate Money, 

Boys1' wherein a group of amphibian Venusians land in a. Southern 
swamp’(ten years or so after the Second Secession), and come up 
with a workable rejuvenator. The only drawback is that the users 
become alligator-like: ’”1 get the oddest picture of the old guard 
UDC sprouting tails and swarming down en masse to Bayou Lafourche. 
In all humanity, somebody ought to go and warn the alligators..’' 
Moderately humorous. , . ,"Hallowe’en For Mr. Faulkner" is a ’lost-in-a-time-warp-fog 
bit by August Derleth, and its climax was given away by that tit^e 
and the protagonist’s name, Guy Faulkner. .

Gordon R. Dickson comes up with "I’ve Been irying To Tell 
You" a compact little horror on the end of the world through fall
out mutations, which reminds one slightly of "Not uith A Bang at
the climax.

y

(continued, on page 51)
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/| EDITORIAL
—r- . ;

A new precedent has been set I For the first time since the 
present crew has been editing the mag, the editorial is being written 
first.’ No longer will this be a last minute, dashed-off affair, 
explaining the mistakes on the pages already turned out, while 
Trimble is screaming at yrs trly to finish his part of the magazine 
because everything else is.on stencil, with-Ernie Wheatley-chanting 
dimly in the background, ”1.want to go - out - for - some■gooey pie!” 

Instead, this will be a last-minute.editorial explaining • 
the mistakes in.the.last issue, because.this'issue hasn’t been 
written yet, and I.have.only a vague idea.of.what’s.going'to be in 
it. For instance, the.last.issue had.two profiles, because we had 
already got half the magazine on stencil when we discovered that 
Ted Johnstone had already left for Detroit.and.what were we going to 
do with those.two.empty.pages we.had.left for.him? And Bjo and I 
had a Westercon-rbefore-and-after report that . was. supposed to go in 
but didn’t because suddenly it was time to go and- the magazine barely 
got finished before the con anyway..

There must be a thing.about cons. SHAGGY .44 went all the 
way to .Seattle and back, and it.was a month before it got mailed... 
SHAGGY 45 went all. the way to .Detroit and back, and at the moment 
it is sitting in the middle of the floor, addressed and stamped, AND 
HASN’T BEEN MAILED - YETI .

Excuses:
1. The stapler went to Berkeley.

■. i . 2» Bruce Pelz spent a week in -Los Angeles.
3. The stapler went.to Dong Beach. •
4. The SHAGGYs went to Gardena. . -
5. The stapler came back from Long Beach.
6. The stapler went to Gardena.
7. The mailing, list went to Santa Monica.
8. The lost Office closes at 5:00 on weekdays.
9. It closes at 12:30 on Saturdays.

10. We are trying to put SHAGGY out of busniess.
At the moment,' we’re trying to write a con report. Rick 

Sneary is sitting at one typewriter and Jack Harness at another, 
while Bjo is preparing a pot of beans. John Trimble and Ernie Wheat- 
ley are busy cranking out the last of GIM TREE 3 for the up-coming 
SAPS Mailing, while Don Simpson is sitting yogi-style in the middle 
of the floor proofreading something or other by our tamed scientol
ogist. Rotsler is cracking funny jokes and disrupting the SERIOUS 
busniess of the day :and is being mentioned here only as a matter of 
policy.

So. now what-does the editor have to say?



The foregoing page has Just been stenciled by John Trimble 
and desecrated, by William Rotsler.

t

NZW YORK III 1964 - MAYBi»
J^Biazone^^ Con.

September is a boldbann „ probably going
>1*^ New^or iocassion of
to get a world s ^air in _ :7orieL Science Fiction Conven- wu potion with a Hew York_ 
Aria's Fair! What could be more appropriate, then, than that 
MewYO?1 should stage another world convention, in conjunction 
Mth another world'? fair, upon the 25th anniversary of the 
first one?

At- first glance this has a certain heady fascination, 
o^^nal site ..World's Fair...25th Anniversary. Even James 
?S.fast who helped sponsor the first one is taking the lead to 
sponsor this one....Then one begins to have second 
rin Vn-rk What about the rotation plan? would a worm s idu be’an asset or an obstacle? There is a lot more to be considers 
here than a "whee, let's do it," enthusiasm.

The biggest obstacle^“^stacleJhat Kr.^T^ 
ItsSlft0 Science fiction faAdom is still reeling from the after- 
pffpets of what happened last time New York got together to put 
on^a con and may be years recovering. New York fandom has been 
on a cun, emu. j v feud destroyed the JSiS, which

KJog

directors suing each other it became completely unworkable. 
The hatreds created by that hassle are only now dying down and 
it has Ieda great many people to wonder if hew mrk cn  
be trusted to put on a made up and had" combinedT^ SuraSi says they
years to show whether or not they can get along together. Laybe 
thi s time...

Unfortunately, the sort of convention committee that the 
S-F TILES editorial proposes seems almost certain to maximize 
any friction that might exist. Taurasi proposes that 'this 
Committee consist of representatives of all clubs m the Lew 
York-New Jersey area, plus representatives from any and all 
smaNier non-club organizations..." I would suggest that this 
sort of a group will probably work well enough up to the time 
a bid is secured, but that the moment work and glory begin to 
be handZd out, it is likely to devolve into a wrangle for 
prestige and authority, with each representative doing his _ 
honest^best to secure the interests of his group as he conceives 
it.



I would suggest that instead of trying to get everyone 
together into one sweet group, it would be far better to get. 
together a small working group and devote most of the efforts 
toward getting the antis simply to keep hands off, The.larger. . 
committee might.be retained, but for publicity liason purposes 
only, All work and decisions would be done in the smaller 
group, A group of congenial people rather than representatives 
of organizations is far more likely to succeed- There may be 
criticism., but critics potting away from the outside are likely 
to do a lot less harm to the convention than critics swinging 
at each other from the inside, as the WSFS proved. From this 
distance it is impossible to tell where the right lay in that 
matter, -and I find both the Kyles and the Dietz’s quite likeable 
people, but the effect on the organization within which they 
chose to conduct their combat was disastrous. Fandom can hardly 
stand another such contest at this time.

A second point which must be considered is the rotation plan. 
If New York is to have a convention in 1964, some adjustment will 
have to be made ”if the rotation plan is still in effect in 1963." 
We on the Pacific Coast fervently hope that it is. West Coasters 
generally find it hard to attend any of the Wordcons held in the 
east or midwest, and while a midwestern con-goer can usually make 
two out;of three, it is only when the con gets to the West Coast 
that most of us have a chance to enjoy a world convention. It is 
very hard for a city on one seaboard to win a bid from another 
three thousand miles away if the-people in the latter region are 
particularly interested in holding onto-- the convention. The plan ■ 
was voted into effect in San Francisco in 1954 as an outgrowth 
of the loss of the bid by that city to Philadelphia at the 1952 
convention, •This plan is the only thing that guarantees to the 
Pacific Coast their fair share of conventions.

This is particularly important in view of the fact that 1964 
would normally be a West Coast year. Since 1963 is an East-Coast 
year there is little doubt that New York could probably have the 
rotation plan sot aside with little opposition. Since the 
effective, demise cf the USES, the rotation plan is no more than 
a gentlemen’s agreement anyway. Still, we on the West Coast have 
a vested interest to- see that it is not abandoned.

If the New York bid shows serious signs of materializing, 
there are several alternatives which might be worked out. First, 
because it would retain the rotation plan without any violation, 
is to send the convention overseas in 1963, Gay Paris in ’63 may . 
be no more than a f&hhiah slogan, but it would allow the normal 
rotation, to fa.ll to the East Coast in ’ 64. We managed to get 
South Gatlin 758 by supporting the London bid-in ’57. There is 
no reason why that cannot ;bs done again. Alternatively, the East 
and West coAsis could swap turns in ’63 and ’64. This would give 
everybody their fair share of conventions, but would involve an 
awful lot of pre-planning. Some West Coast city would have to 
be ready to bid in 1952 and the groundwork would have to be. fully, 
laid by the time the campaigns for the next year’s bid were begun, 
right after Seattle in ’61, VJe doubt if New York can be ready 
soon enough to convince some West Coast city (presumably Berkeley 

might.be


or Los Angeles) that it is worth making the effort. The last 
alternative, least desirable because if gives the EastpCoast 
an extra convention, most practical because it .presents. the 
most easily controlled factors,, is in '63 to set aside the 
rotation plan in 1964 to give the convention to New York. If 
the Vie St Coast were assured of its convention in ’65, we would 
probably be willing to go along with it. Otherwise, thefie is 
likely to be some bitter opposition from these quarters.

The third, point is the world's fair itself. How big a 
drawing card for science fiction fans would a world’ s. .faip- be? 
If it holds no particular interest, then all the arguments. of 
staging, the con specifically to coincide with the rfair,.,vanish, 
except the sentimental one. The. Seattle convention of 4961 

। ; .should, provide, a* test/ unless the Century-21 Exposi tion should 
.. -prove a gooi drawing card, I don it-tnink I(d be in favor of 

abandoning the rotation plan. Skepticism of New York plays a 
part h®re. too. The presence of a fair also raises another 
point. If the Convention is held in New York over the July 4 
.weekend:, in connection with; a fair, aren’t the hotel rates,;,<; 
going tppbe.hlmighty h^ isn’t spce going to be extremely
hard to find? It might be necessary to reserve a hotel this far 
in advance in order to secure reasonable rates and room* '.pi:.

. ... .... ssbJ. . ... rcilia nrc
” 1 ' It 411 be interesting to see what sort of 'a fespouse ith® 

Expocon draws. If the Seattle Exposition fails to draw, then 
the most satisfactory solution may be to hold a commemorative 
convention as a regional over .Fourth of July, and let us have 
pur Worldcon ■■over labor dayo Meanwhile, the New. Yorkers have •< 

■ ■ -from two-' to four years’ to. answer these-obgoctiohs,
■ their plans•. ;: ia ut
44. 4' wk / " ’’ : ;■ ; ■' ' ' J 4 wy -o

New Ybrk -in 1964 i.maybe.o - ’ u.. ■ o • ''-‘W
>:vJ-44' : --A1 Lewis



8 JOHN CAMPBELL

Dear Mr. Sneary: '..

In your open letter to me in Shangri-L'Affaires 43, you cite 
data that. I agree with very strongly. The field of science fict
ion must' deal with future possibilities; we can not continue to 
plow the same old ground of spaceships and atomic power.

The'trouble seems to be that we disagree on what the future 
possibilities Will .ber -j Specifically. you object to psi and super
men. fW 0;o ' 0 N~ " ' ' " O^."

■ Friend, when I w,as going to Mol.T., back in 1930, my chemis-'y 
try prof knew I was writing science fiction, and was genuinely 
and sincerely disturbed, that I Was "prostituting my science" in 
that way. ■ ... - ~ ;w •' ■

I---and the other writers---were assured by the most learned, 
and competent -authorities, that atomic energy would not be usefully 
released for "at least 250 years." That'spaceships were nonsense, 
Professor Moulton, in his textbook on "Astronomy," in 1930 started 
the discussion of meteors by stating flatly that fictional accounts 
of spaceships were nonsense because of the di struct!ve power of 
meteors.

And now, it seems, you and other orthodox scientists' are., 
again, assuring me that psi is nonsense and supermen are impos
sible.

On what basis do you say, with such complete and positive 
assurance, that psi is not the reality we must understand in the 
immediate future? You have, maybe, a direct line to God? A 
crystal ball that works with invariable certainty, so that you 
can know psi will not be important?

Pull your head out of the sand, Rick! Professional engin
eers all over the country-- whether you like the notion or not 
-- are now using those dowsing rods for pipe-locating. That's 
not a mystical notion on my part---a personal opinion---it' a 
hard, objective facto It makes not the slightest difference 
what pet prejudices of yours it tramples under foot; profes
sional engineers, in the exercise of their work, are using a 
psi device as routine engineering technique„



Dr. Castruccio, at the V.Te stinghouse Astronautics Research 
division, is investigating the signal-to-noise ratio problem in 
telepathy. He’s also running Univac computer analyses of some 
other psi applications.

Look, friend—it’s you, not me, that’s got his head in the’ 
sand. I ' am facing the future ‘ reality—as I did in 1930 and 1940. 
Youare hot, '

L Psi phenomena are,,right now, being used professionally in 
engineering. This isn’t theory, opinion, or personal bias; it’s 
objective reality, and whether you or anybody else likes it, we 
had all damn well bet.ter realize it i s a fact.

The fact that Russia beat us to space satellites is an un-’ 
comfortable one to follow—-but we-better swallow that one, too.

'L' Until you acknowledge' the factual data that psi is in use 
now,. you can' t think straight about psi. An engineer doing his 
work is hot to be confused with some' biddy in a darkened room 
holding a seance; he’s using /psi objectively, not doing quasi- 
hysterical tricks. Univac isn’t good at reacting to hypnosis 
-- nor to anti-psi prejudices either. ,

The superman theme, you so dislike, on the other hand, is 
an effort to work out the problems you state must be worked 
011t-- how to live with space travel and atomic powers now’ we’ve 
got them. The hyperdemocracy concept of everybody‘s-always- 
equal is a social doctrine that can no longer be tolerated; 
some individuals do have the emotional stability, and the time
spanning understanding to forsee consequences of their'acts 
---and some don't. Atomic powers simply cannot be entrusted to 
the latter type.

I know---"Who is to judge?” Well, you ask a silly queston, 
and naturally you get a silly answer. Try asking a non-silly 
question; "How are we to judge?”

That's what I’m trying to explore.
In evolution, the slime-molds---the everybody's-equal-democ- 

racy of cells- gave way to organisms in which there were heir- 
archies of organization. Things generally work better when the 
most competent men available are given responsibility and author
ity to match that competence.

The problem has always been "Who is to judge?” and it’s 
always gotten a silly answer because it’s a silly question.

"How are we to judge?” must be explored if you want a real
istic- future„ Rail to do so,- my friend, and "there ain't gonna 
be no future."

Sorry, if you don't like problems at that level. That’s 
the level'we're faced with; those are the problems that Will’be 
a major work of the future...if there’s going to be a future.



10 Ever stop to think what would, be happening about now if 
the Caribean nations had nuclear warheads and IRBM missiles at 
their disposal? Just wait twenty-five years. By then, even 
small nations will have a few nuclear missiles tucked away.

And think of JD’s of the time, happily experimenting with 
home-made guided missiles.

Stop burying your head in the sand, man! Esi is in use 
now-—and the use is growing rapidly.

And remember that ’’superman”, is simply the modern term for 
”hero"-- a new term being necessary because "hero” has been 
degraded by misuse to mean no more than a technical role in a 
wofk of literature, fiords are constantly being degraded, so new 
ones must be invented. Did you know that the original Anglo- 
Saxon meaning of the word "whore" was "beloved"? Once upon a 
time, "hero" meant something good, worthy, admirable. A truly 
superior man. . .

So? So we have to call him a "superman" now

tOTESMILEVOTESEATTiMpTESEXl^LEyOTESEATTL^^
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There

(MU® VADO®

has been mention of the
lack of science fictional orien
tation in the" fanzines; in prev
ious installments of’ this column 
in the fanzines themselves, and 
quite definitely at the recent 
Detention. Originally, science 
fiction was the common ground 
from which we all developed in fandom^-and®while it is not a be- 
allj nor an end-all, unless science fiction (and fantasy) receives 
the considered criticism which it can find nowhere else but in 
the fanzines, we’re failing in what I regard as one of the essen
tial functions of fan publications*

Sixth Fandom’s tendency to play up fannishness at the expense 
of science fiction'eventually resulted in the well-known fashion 
of claiming not to even read stf at all. And now it seems to me 
that it’s time for the gpenduiem to begin a swing back again.

Make no mistake, I can imagine nothing more dull than count
less fanzines filled with nothing but discussions and criticisms 
of science flotion, unless it were equally countless zines filled 
with nothing but. fan-written fiction. But there does need to be 
some recogni-cian of science fiction by the fanzines, and a happy 
median to- be reached* , -

Enough of that, let’s look at the current fanzines, leading 
off with.... :

OOPSLA! 28c/w29 - Gregg Calkins, 1484 E. 17th South, Salt Lake 
City 5, Utah - 15/,. R/BS/., 4/50/, 7/01, con- 
trib., trade* - Irreg-bimbnthly, rex-rotaried.

Two more issues of OOPS coming along in one batch, and proving 
that this is easily the best and most vital fanzine appearing 
currently. Gregg Us impeccable repro is a great bacxdrop for 
the humor of.John Berry, Harry Warner’s unique fanzine "reviews", 
and Part XI of Ron Bennett’s entertaining "Colonial Excursion". 
"The Mark of mcCain" indicates the gap that Vernon's death left 
in fandom, and kudos are due Gregg for running this. "Pros -- 
mnd Cons: Galaxy", a series of letter-discussions between Gregg, 
Rich Elsberry, and H L.Gold presented in article form, provides 
some real meat in a rather interesting and alive manner, and is 



followed, by 'Walt Willis' "The Harp That Once Or Twice", which is 
a fine mixture of whimsy, critique, and that fine WAW style of 
rambling, A top-flight lettercol and Gregg's editorial wind up 
thses combined OOPSLAIs, and make OOPS a zine I cannot reccommend 
too highly.

REVOLUTION - John Koning, "DUE Publications", 318 S. Belle Vista, 
Youngstown 9, Ohio - One-shot, mimeoed.

A fanzine for John Berry, and one Which seemed to delight The 
Goon when presented to him at the Detention. The contributions 
of Bloch, men Moffatt, Jim Caughran, Don Franson and others make 
for interesting fannish reading, while artwork by ATom, Barbi, 
Bjo, Colin Cameron, Rotsler, etc. (not to mention the magnificent 
Prosser covers), adds a good deal of zest. John's pleasant 
interjections here and there provide a catalyst, and make me look 
forward to the next item from DWE-way.
YANDRO 1/80 - Buck and Juanita Coulson, RRjf3, Wabash, Ind. - 15/, 

12/^1.50, contrib, trade, (poss. LoC) - Monthly, 
mimeoed.

This issue of Y impresses me as the best in some time, probably 
because of the WorldCon impressions in which Buck and Juanita 
indulge. Certainly Dan Adkins' column has'deteriorated to where 
to puts nothing of any worth over, and Alan Dodd's is not too 
terribly worthwhile either. The lettercol, taking up more than 
half the zine packs a good bit of life, fittingly capping a 
religious argument (GMC again) with a very witty DeWeese quote. 
YANDRO continues to present an even level of material which, 
while neither the best nor the worst in fandom, makes it an inter
esting zine to get and read.
SPECTRE /5 - Bill Meyers, 4301 Shawnee Circle, Chattanooga 11, 

Tenn. - Trade, contrib., LoC - Irreg., mimeoed.
Lagging five or six months behind SPEC 4, this 'impeccably re
produced magazine with an ATom spaceman cover appears, and I'd 
say it was worth the wait. Bill rambles about trips both north 
and south (NYC & Ela), reporting his adventures amoung fans of 
both regions in fine fannish manner. Bob Tucker, Harry 'Warner, 
and. Bob .Bloch all have something to. say, and do so with their 
usual finesse. Ron Bennett's "Colonial Excursion", part 5, sees 
the light at long last, while elsewhere in the issue Ted White, 
rips into Incline ry Random with much gusto. The lettercol winds 
it all up in fine fashion, making SPECTRE one of those zines you 
rather like to get.
APORRH^TA /12 - "Inchmery Fandom", Sanderson and Clarkes, 236 

Queens Road, New Cross, London SE14, ENGLAND - 
10/, 6//1, 12//2, trade, LoC (maybe) - 52-pagely, 
gestetnered.

While there-might be some frowning upon the more irregular sched
ule, of Ar^'these days, I don’t feel that there can be very many 
open-minded fans who can decry the quality of the zine. In this 
issue, George Locke contributes a "Cover Story" which indicates 
again the- quality of the "new blood" which the BSFA is introducing 
into AngloFandom. ."Penelope Fandergaste" comments interestingly 
upbn an almost worked out subject, focal points, in "The Old 
Mill Stream". Bon Bennett's "Cloudburst" concerns itself with 



the British end of TAFF. The happy reappearance of ATom’s "StF 
A to Z", and the initial appearance of "The Badger That Now and 
Then", a Dean Grennell column are bright spots, which the con
tributions of Sid Birchby and Bloch tarnish not at all. Joy 
Clarke’s "The Li’l Pitcher" rambles from art exibits to H-bombs, 
and whether or not you agree, it still makes for interesting 
reading. "The Inchmery Ban Diary" winds up this AP$ in fine 
form. This is one of the top B>ritish fanzines, so why not try 
it?

THE DEVILS MOTORBOAT - 0-0 of FalascaFandom, Eick Falasca, 5610 
Warwick Dr., Parma 29, Ohio - Be a Fal- 
ascaFandomist - Irregular, mimeoed.

This is the second issue of TDM first since the dissolution of 
the 2NF, and it measures up to #1 in every way except size. I’d 
call this a truely faaanish zine, and I loved every bit of it. 
If you figure yourself sympathetic with wacky-insurgent fanish- 
mess, you’ll probably get a kick out of TDM, too.
SKYRACK NEWSLETTER ^6 - Ron Bennett, 7 Southway, Arthurs Ave., 

Harrogate, Yorkshire, ENGLAND - 6/35/ - 
Monthly, gestetnered.

Ron Bennett’s seemingly out to be about 75^ of AngloFandom, and 
at his present rate of fanac, he’ll surely make it. SKYRACK is 
THE British newszine, available from Bob Pavlat, 6001 43rd Ave, 
Hyattsville, Md. in dollar areas. If you’re at all interested 
in-AngloFanni sh ’ happenings, get SKYRACK.
THE SICK ELEPHANT £-0 - George H. Wells, 

River Ave, Box 
436, Riverhead 
LI, NY - Free - 
Irreg, dittoed.

I like the name of this fanzine. It 
has a nice, somewhat fannish sound 
to it. Unfortunetly, nothing else . 
about the zine supports the name. 
Layout doesn’t exist: the thing 
is unreadable, although the dit
toing is not that bad; and there 
is absolutely NO reason for its 
existance. This ishue is pub
lished on the blank sides of 
previous issues, a tremendously 
cute idea I;m sure no one else 
will be stupid enough to follow. 
Why do you publish, George?
CRY OF THE NAMELESS £132 - Busbies, 

Toskey, 
etc o , 
920 3rd Avenue, Seattle 4, Wash. 2 
5/vl, 12/$2, contrib, LoC - Monthly, 
gestetnered.

The CRYcrew are changing positions again, with Tosk’s circula-
tion and sub- duties falling to Elinor, who turns the lettercol



#CRY, cont'd# over to Wally Weber. Just what effect this will 
have on CRY itself, and. the wonderfully wacky "Cry of the Read
ers” is somewhat hidden right n©w.
Beginning with a Bjo cover, CRY 132 hits its swinging stride ■ 
with the usual fannish ramble on page three. The final (sob) 
installment of ,Buz’ "StField Plowed Under" makes a strong appear
ance, as does the first .installment of John Berry's "The. Goon 
Goes Vilest", "Prelude to B-Day"; this is going to be a real good 
one. Rally’s Detention report is somewhat brief, but it comes 
off. as well as do his Minutes. Terry Carr's "Fandom Harvest" is 
witty in spots, but doesn't measure up to the two previous col
umns. "Another Pygmalion", by Terry, seems to me not to be first- 
rate Carr fan-fiction, and Terry can write quite well when the 
mood strikes. A very put6 bacover cartoon by Les Nirenberg winds * 
up a quite enjoyable CRY. If for nothing else than, the Berry re
port, CRY is highly recommended. -
TWIG #16 - Guy Terwilleger, 1412 Albright St, Boise, Idaho. - 20/, 

. . 6/31, trade, LoC - Irreg., dittoed.
TWIG opens with Ted White unburdening his. soul as re the "TWIG/ 
TEW War". Miriam Carres "When We Were Young" is lightly enter
taining, but hardly deserved reprinting. Rick Adams' "Tan-Man 
of the Dinosaurs" is a cross between fan-fiction and something 
else, and is unusual at best. The lettercol is currentj and the 
most alive:part of the zine. ‘The fanzine reviews were done in 
the stick, and show it, albiet admittedly,so. Although this 
issue doesn’t measure up to #15 — Dan Adkihs has left as art 
editor, and his superior art-work and lay-out (and the "Illoed" 
in the logo) are missing there’s an air of vitality and 
freshness', about it that makes me recommend TWIG.

OUTWORLDS - Bob Lichtman, 6137 S. Croft,: Los Angeles 56, Calif. - 
25/, LoC, trade, review, contrib. - Irreg., mimeoed.

A new magazine from the editor of PSI-PHI, and one that, suffers 
in the main from poor repro. The contents are in a somewhat 
reminiscent vein for the most part-, with Lee Hoffman, Harry 
Warner, and Len Moffatt represented. Leman and Carr faaan-fic- 
tion doesn't'seem to hit the right, key with me, but Ted John
stone's six page account of a pre-con flight to Ohio left me chuck
ling pleasantly, so I don't thin1: my sense: of humor is at fault. 
Bill Danner is represented by a printed section on letter-presses. 
OUTWORLDS makes for nicely fannish light reading, and if that's 
what you’re after, you might give it a try.
FAHAC #44 - Ron Ellik & Terry Carr, #6, 1909 Liberty St., Berk

eley 9, Calif. - 4/25/, 9/50/, comment - Bi-weekly, 
mimeoed.

Leading off with a fine ATom cartoon, F44 gives a round-up of 
"the silly season", continuing with a progress report on the 
campaign to get fandom to ignore GMCarr. The news is news, 
and is gather entertainingly presented in the usual Ellik-Carr 
manner. This issu/'is the-^'Mi ri an Carr Appreciation issue", 
with a witty qualification. FANAC, happily back on schedule, is 
the closest' thing to. a focal point that fandom has, and is very 
highly recommended." , „ .icont’d on page 20)



MOWOJEE
being a highly unselected 
meeting from the minutes of 
the EASES

ted johnstone
1158th Meeting of the EASES, 22 October, 1959:

Eight o'clock came and went, and there were still only ten 
people present, so we sat around listening to Barney’s and Ted’s 
'pocket portables playing the Prelude To Parsifal while.Barney, Dick 
Geis, Zeke and Ted threw puns at each other. Jerry came in with 
the egobuck photostencil master, and inspired such a barrage of puns 
that Berney called the meeting to order so the club might make a 
little money off the abominations. The time: 8:17:50.

Forry came 
in just as the gavel dropped, bringing the total attendance to a 
dozen, and we asked him what Glarks were, besides being valuable 
cargo in the game. Interplanetary. He admitted not only that he 
didn't know, but that he'd never even heard the name before. Taking 
a lollypop out from among his armload of books, he sat down. The 
minutes were read, corrected, and approved, and followed by Barney's 
treasury report,, which showed, the club with a bank balance of $101.

Barney asked if Forry had .contacted Van Vogt, Bradbury, or 
Bloch; Sorry reported that he’d spent most of the club's treasury 
to import.Bloch to LA all the way from Weyawauga to speak at our 
XXVth Anniversary Meeting. Applause .all around, but no offer of 
reimbursement was made. Then Jack and'Sabra Jardine came in;.. Jack * 

„.went, out, Sabra started to cry, Julie came in, Sabra stopped’ and 
Jack came in; .them we. got back to business and started shifting 
responsibility for making arrangements for the Anniversary Meeting. 
Apparently everybody had thought it was somebody else, but finaly 
Julie accepted because nhe’d been doing most: of the work anyway. 
She had a small brown bottle which she swigged at regularly during 
the discussion - claimed it was ginger beer. Now, I ask you: is 
that fannishj Barney (who else?) brought up the question of 50^ 
.cost each for the Hallowe’en Party. Ted said he’d-invited three 
■girls and didn’t know about the cost. Barney said he’d pay their 
way in, of course - we needed a virgin to sacrifice. Audrey Clin
ton walked in on this line, but declined the honor. Ingrid"agreed 
at_first, but when Forry translated-it into German for her, she 
said, "Pein, danke, nein." But back to business.... Julie said 
that we needed an estimated $20 for party expenses, and then Don 
Simpson, in the name of the Lancaster Coven, offered to contribute 
E10. We helped Julie to her feet and she siezed Don’s money with 
a wild cry. Incredible.

When Julie recovered from the shock and 
got the money safely tucked away somewhere, she went on to announce 
:the prizes and catagories for the costumes and some vague plans 
for food.There were the usually rediculous puns about finger 
foods, a.nd then Milo Mason walked in — alone. Barney commented 
that the honeymoon was over, but Milo just paid his dues and sat 
down. Julie went on to ask if anybody had some artificial bunches



of grapes, and Barney asked why they needed artificial grapes. Ted ip 
said* "To make artificial wine”, and Barney insisted it he entered J 
in the minutes. '■I;'..:

' So we came to the adgenda for the XXVth Anniversary
Meeting and what we would fill the two hours with* There would be 
mi mi tbs, about fifteen minutes each by Bob> Forry, Van, and Ray, 
and a movie (special effects sequences from "This Island Earth")* 
While Forry considered the best order for the speakers, Julie :read 
Jack Harness’ ’’Heply to an RSVP’A, regarding the Hallowe’en Party, 
and gave, it to-Ted to read aloud. A fine bit of verse, roughly to 
the tune of The Witches Song, from Macbeth.

Ernie, one of the many
who straggled in between 8:30 and 9 pm, announced that SHAGGY might 
be out-next week... and then again, maybe not. Julie howled, "What 
about “the invitations to and announcements of thb Hallowe’en Party

■ and XXVth Anniversary Meeting that were supposed to be- distributed 
. therewith?" Ernie grinned sheepishly, and shrugged.

Barney reviewed 
HERCULES as the vanguard of a flood of crud from the Italian Epic
factories, and followed it with a "hangnail sketch" of Lawrence 
Lipton, a semi-beat writer. While Barney read, Jerry was perched 
or? the piano bench making hangnail sketches of the officers.and 
assorted other attentive members.

Forry asked about "Turn of the - 
Screw";a recent TV-production, and mentioned a sequal called 
"Re-Turn of the Screw". Barney muttered something about- "the sec
ond coming", and was beaten over the head by Julie. •’

■ Pon somehow got
the floor, and we returned to his report on monster movies. He 
recalled a triple bill he’d seen recently, something about a 
return of Frankenstern, a curse of Dracula, and "The Bowery Boys 
Meet the Monsters". 'The first two were almost identical - Dick 
Sand asked .if the vampire was .in the same vein - the last one was 
pediculous. After Billern commented that the Baker Street Irreg
ulars thought "Hound of the Baskervilles" - Hammer production- was 
a horror film’ but only for those who knew Holmes, Don mentioned 
that the special effects inHammer’s "Dracula" were sickeningly 
realistic. Jack Jardine said, "You can blame it all on- those 
bloody .Engli shmen." -

Forry reported seeing a sing on a store he 
passed on his way to the meeting each week which read, "Books,- 
Magazines, Satire, Tobbacco". He had stopped to ask the pro,- 
prietor about it, and still wasn’t sure whether or not- they had 
meant 'Satyr’; he seemed to deal in that sort of stuff, too.

Forry ’ s 
raffle followed, and what with noe thing and another, we adjourned 
at exactly eighteen .seconds after 10 pm.

Anniversarily submitted, 

--taj, Sec’y LASFS
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Known Tracis 
about

e.

Ly iieZn^td m. cook

On Thursday evening, Aug
ust 6, 1959, Glenn Lord showed 
up as a guest at the meeting of 
the Los Angeles Science Fiction 
Society. Mr. Lord, a soft- 
spoken young man from Pasadena, 
Texas, is the editor of an Ark- 
ham House book entitled Always 
Comes Evening. the collected 
poems of Robert E. Howard. 
Lord was touring this part of 
the country on his vacation, 
and it was his intention to 
visit both E. Hoffman Price and A 
Clark Ashton Smith before he re
turned to Texaso

This visit to LASFS by Glenn 
for he had brought along with him 
fan (like me) would have 
a lifetime, if he were

Lord especially delighted me, 
some Howardania that a Howard 

of seeing only once in 
And I was lucky that night.

the opportunity 
lucky

For instance, he had a copy of A Gent from Bear Creek, a- 
collection of Howard’s western stories, published in England 
some years ago. There are only two (possibly’three) copies of 
this book known to exist in the United States, and it is rare 
even in England* The book is bright orange, and should be easy 
to spot in used book stores (Dreamer!), so that anyone who finds 
a copy (and doesn’t get trampled in the rush) will have a really 
valuable collector’s item on his hands.

Among other interesting articles that Glenn Lord brought 
along with him were some snapshots of Howard. One was a picture 
of Howard as he appears on the back of the dust jacket of Always 
Comes Evening. In"this snapshot Howard appears to be a bit 
heavy-jowled, compared with the other photos. He had bushy eye
brows 'and he was wearing a light-colored Homburg with a dark hat- 
band. The effect is serious and sober. Other photos show Howard 
as a teen-ager, dressed in a heavy mackinaw and a knitted stock
ing cap a-s a boxer in shirt and boxer trunks (Howard was a 
great sports enthusiast), and two friends, posing with sabers and 
fencing foils. There was another of Howard wrestling one of his 
friends near a wooden fence. The last - and saddest of all - de
picts the Howard Fami 1y headstone, beneath which Howard is buried 
alongside his mother and, I believe, his father. The inscription 
reads in part: Howard (title across the top of the stone) and 
Robert E. (1906-1959'77 Author and Poet.



Another:item Mro;Lord brought was a clipping from the Cross' |r 
Plains Review, Howard’s home town newspaper, dated June 19," 1936. J 
This yellowed piece of newsprint told of the circumstance of 
Howard’s death and also of the death of his mother. It mentions 
that Howard, being told by the attending nurse that his mother 
would never again recognize him, went to his garage, climbed into 
his car, and shot himself. He lived for about eight hours after 
the shooting, since the bullet entered the right temple and 
emerged from the left side of the head. His mother survived him' 
by thirty hourso

Howard was involved in two auto accidents before he died, 
and they may have served to increase the burden on his mind, al
ready -weighed down by his mother’s illness. Thus there seems to. 
be some, evidence that his suicide was the impulse of a momentary 
despair, and not the result of a cas.e of Oedipus complex, accord
ing to Mr. Lord.

There were, also a couple of postcards written by Howard to 
a friend, telling of his mother's serious .condition And how he 
believed that she had not long to live. The messages were type
written and Were signed "Bob” in pencil. Postmark on one was 
"Cross Plains, Texas, April 1939." The'other was post
marked in May, Just a few weeks before the end.

It i.s almost certain that Howard was thought by his fellow 
townsmen, to be -peculiar. The man had few real friends and was 
probably quite lonelyo To ease his loneliness, he sometimes 
resorted- to getting drunk, something which his most famous crea
tion, Conan -the Cimmerian, deafly loved, to do. Why he was un
popular in Cross Plains is not certain, but it may be due to 
the fact that he had a few of the eccentricities that so many 
creative people have. We cannot be sure. However, at one point ■ 
in his career his townsmen disliked him so much that the magazine 
stands in the town refused: to carry any of the magazines which 
had any of his stories in them. Howard was the mainstay, of his 
parents/ and it is thought to be possible that he made more 
money than most of the other townsmen. He was prolific, and he 
sold most of what he wrote, something which undoubtedly helped 
to keep food on the table while so many were idled by the great 
depression. It is also believed that- Howard took an occasional 
odd job when the opportunity offered itself. We therefore have 
here a man who was successful and who had money coming in during 
hard times. Could his local unpopularity have been the result of 
jealousy? ;

Howard finished high school, but there is nothing on record 
to -show that he attended college regularly, other reports to the 
contrary. He may have attended Howard Payne College in Brownwood 
for a while to bone up on English, History, and a few other sub
jects which he may. have thought-would be useful to him in his 
career. His name does not appear in any of the yearbooks, so it 
may be that he attended anacademy adjacent to, and.affiliated 
with, Payne.



20 At the time of his death, Howard was getting a bit tired 
of writing Conan-stories, his correspondence indicates. The 
stories, however, were popular, and they brought many a check 
to his mail box during lean times. So he continued to write 
them, and the readers who today are following the Conan stories 
in book form, will always be grateful.

--Bernard M. Cook
J' 4 ■ j. ' '
ir if if

Q. V. IN THE FMZ, cont’d:

S-F TIMES - BOBox 115, Solvay Branch, Syracuse 9, New York - 
10/, 20/82, #2.40 per year, life/#15 - "Twice- 
a-month", mimeoed.

Issue #321 of this sterling "news'1 publication arrived shortly 
after the IASFS crew had returned from the Detention (we drove, 
slowly), giving.us the. latest details on what to expect at that 
event. The 18th Annish, #322, contains the New York convention 
plan discussed elsewhere in this S-L’A, and arrived with a print
ed booklet on Hugo Gernsback' written by Sam Moskowitz, which is 
the first indication in some time that S-FT might return to being 
a worthwhile publication. The news'is still dated, and presented 
is a most affected and stuffy style and format. I keep hoping 
the editors of S-FT will wake up and see this for themselves, 
and improve the zine to where I can honestly recommend it.
TRIODE #16 - Eric Behtcliffe & Terry Jeeves, 47 Alldis St., Gt. 

Moor, Stockport, Cheshire, ENGLAND - 20/, 6/^1, 
trade, contrib. - Irreg., gestetnered.

Top repro is immediatly noticeable with this TRIODE, the first 
in quite a . spell. The Bentcliffe sense of humor shows through 
in the editorial and the lettercol, and Jeeves doesn’t do too 
badly in the department himself. The largest item in the issue, 
"The 39 Scweppes" just doesn’t seem to come off; I get the 
feeling that I’ve walked into the middle of something. Bart X 
of Ron Bennett’s "Colonial Excursion" displays the wit of the 
other installments, while Sid Birchby’s "Ess. Found In Empty 
Bed" (part of a theme issue which won’t appear) entertains in 
a nice way. Frankly, there are other AngloFanzines which I 
like better than TRIODE, but it certainly isn’t a bad zine at 
all; you might give it a try.

And that seems to wind things up for this time.. There are 
things like THE NATIONAL FANTASY FAN, which Ralph Holland con-, 
tinues to reproduce impeccably, and various ABA zines and other 
non-general circulation fmz which don’t fit into a gen-zine re
view column such as this'one.

We’ve had numerous requests for a numerical rating system 
for these reviews, and while I don’t care for such things, we 
figure the pressure is.top much. So what do you think of the 
subliminal ratings;used this time?

Until next issue.... --john trimble.



20There are two months left until the curtain drops on the 
1960 TAFF campaign. December 31, 1959 is the deadline for votes 
to decide who will visit the Kettering Convention in England in 
May of next year. Three candidates are running, any of whom 
could be depended upon to provide a fine representative of United 
States Fandom. All candidates are worthy, and the choice is a 
difficult one. If you conceive TAFF in the form of a reward,’then 
you can only'vote for Don Ford, for his years of fanactivity in 
conventions and publications; if TAFF is a popularity contest, 
then Terry Carr must certainly get the nod as the most popular 
writer of fannish fiction. But if you are .going to vote for the 
one who would provide English fandom with the most memorable 
experience, the one 'who would bring back to the. United States the 
greatest collection of wild and wacky tales and cartoons, and spread 
the most joy to fandom on both sides of the- Atlantic, then the nod 
must without' qualification go to Bjo.

Bjo gets more out of everything than any other person I have 
ever met. She has a fantastic supply of joie de vivre, an acute 
and peculiarly personal insight into situation and character, and 
a memory that can re-create in Technicolor detail some particularly 
choice scene years later. She is capable on the one hand of deep, 
almost despairing depression and on the other of an exhileration' 
that catches up all around her into a state of radiant ebullance. 
Her world is a very personal world'-of magic forces, where cause-and 
effect seem somehow to have been'put into a dusty attic, and 
animate and inanimate objects alike are controlled by arcane forces. 
Her world is an animistic world, a world of form and shape and 
color and juxtaposition, of malevolent influences, and wild if not 
quite understood psi powers.

It is an artist’s world, a world where the is replaces a sense 
of mechanism, a world where the relationships are neither verbal 
nor scientific abstractions, but are somehow inexpressibly direct. 
She has no concept of number and an incompetence with mathematical 
paraphernalia that is astounding. But replacing it is a unique 
sense of category, a differentness that can illumine the world in 
a fashion dazzling to one accustomed to thinking in a more mundane 
fashion.

Yet there is also a sense of practicality and a very earthy 
nommon sense. She is an excellent cook, a bad housekeeper, an 
exceedingly sharp horse-trader, and an expert politician. She 
makes'a business of life; whe seems capable of accomplishing any
thing to which she devotes her time and energy. In fandom she 
turned LASFS head over heels, and a Bjo administration would result 
in some effective cures for the flaws.in the TAFF system.

Bjo is a catalyst: seldom does she do anything alone. She 
doesn’t need to; there are at least half a dozen willing partici
pants in any Bjo effort. But there is never, any doubt who is the 
inspiration. Somehow, wherever she goes, things happen. A fanclub



comes out of hiding after ten years, a forty-five minute panel 
LL lasts four .hours, a wild impulse turns into a major venture.'

She is enormously creative. She can paint or draw in any 
medium, make jewelry, or design clothes — wearable clothes, too, 
not jtist/costumes. She has worked, vi th .ceramics and invented a 
glaze-they-said-^couldn’t-be-made. She writes, mostly for herself, 
seriously op funnily, wild fantasy/'deeply characterized'stories,. 
somber poetry. Her work may be light or it may be pithy, and : 
when in the mood she can do some really excellent and profound social 
commentary, as in the last SHAGGY. And Bjo, turned on, on a cartoon- 
jag, is a phenomenon.

She is quite feminine, feminine enough to baffle any mere male 
:vho makes the mistake of trying to comprehend her. She likes clothes, 
perfume, pretty things, and jewelry. She has a sharp temper, and is 
quite outspoken when venting it. She likes to be admired, but is 
quite insecure in her self-appraisal, and never ceases to be aston
ished when men find her as interesting as she would like to be. She 
is a very inadvertant femme-fatale.

She is a woman; perhaps it would be more correct to say she is 
three women. There is the pure female, cruel, ruthless, without 
scruple, aware of her sex and glorying in it, calculating. There 
is the woman, cook, homemaker, lover of security, infinitely 
practical. And lastly there is the little girl, wistful, trusting, 
enormously sensitive-and-easily hurt, eternally optomiStic: and some
how baffled that the world isn’t the world she feels it'Should be, 
compulsive in her love, moody, swift-changing, and ever, eternally, . 
delighted in the new;

Bjo is fun. To those.who take the trouble to go beneath the 
surface, she is also an immensely rewarding pemson; Both fb r what 
she knows and what she is. On a serious topic, Bjo can be a very • 
stimulating conversationalist. She holds vigorous opinions on most 
subjects, and they are backed up by a wide knowledge and?interest:. 
Hei? knowledge of art, and of the desert, her. two loves, is excellent. 
She has also a large repertorire of facts erudite and curious about 
almost everything under the sun.

Bjo is unique. For England and Europe to miss seeing her 
would be a shame. For the US to miss the opportunity to view 
England and the Continent through Bjoish eyes would be a big mistake. 
But whoever you vote for, remember the time is short. Send.your • 
50/. (fl bills are easier to send and twice as welcome) to Bob Madle, 
3608 Caroline St., Indianapolis;, Indiana, or Ron Bennett, 7 Southway, 
Arthurs Avenue, Harrogate, Yorkshire,.England.

—Al Lewis

Francisco
Berkeley 9, Calif. '
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102 pp Of WIT? SATIRE, 
available at 75/ from Ron Ellik

Apt #6, 1909



A couple o,f months ago, sometime in late July,’I had. myself 
an idea about writing an installment of thisere interminable col
umn. It was a good idea, and I should have written it down, be- 
sauee late August came around and I missed an issue of Shaggy. 
I felt bad about typing stencils for that issue, because I knew 
I could be brilliant if I but had an idea. I felt worse.about, 
running those stencils off, terrible about assembling them, and' 
when it came to handing them out to fen at the Detention, I felt 
almost.sick. The.last issue of Shaggy, as you all must have 
noted, was not worth reading. It lacked that spark, that joy de’ 
vivre, 'that weltschmerz that usually marks this revived clubzine. 
It lacked me.

And the Detention lacked something, too. It was a great 
convention—a truly marvelous affair, I have this on the word ' 
of other people who were there. Someday,: I keep telling myself, 
someday I am going to arrive at a con wide awake, and I’m going 
to have enough money to eat food that won’t make me sick, and 
I ».m going to have enough common sense not to go out for bread
fast with Derelict Insurgents of 3 ayem to a Coney Island-type 
greasy spoon where they only serve hotdogs and onions, and someday 
I'm going to be alert and agreeable and sentient all through 
some convention... But that wasn’t destined to be this year’s 
WorldCon.

Despite violent stomach upsets and a minor case of the 
GI's, and despite an alarming lack of sleep (it alarmed Liarion 
Bradley), I had a rather enjoyable three weeks on the road to 
and from the con and at the affair itself. But Al lewis can 
find somebody else to write him a conrep, because I don't think 
I can accurately remember half of what happened. There is a vague 
impression of an extremely short girl handing me an extremely' 
thick" fanzine titled ALL IdlMSY (which adds a fantasy element), 
something about a greasy, slimey lump of parasite clinging‘to 
a fan’s back (which lends somewhat of horror to the story), a 
round of applause as somebody presented me with a silver rocket
ship for being the best-dressed invalid at the banquet (you see, 
we even have Thorne-Smithian humor’.) and it was all topped off 
by a fan-panel that took four hours, ruled by a witch in a green 
dress who kept pounding on my head with a gavel until everybody 
quieted down (this story even sounds like Marquise de Sade). 
All in all, I think my total impressions of the Detention must 
have come from a science-fiction fan's troubled dreams, because 
I know nothing like that could have happened in real life. Will



somebody please tell me what really happened in Detroit?

Sometimes I wibh I could leave the subject of N3F alone, 
because it doesn’t afford me many brilliant ideas these days, 
and I dread having to push thoughts out so that this column 
reads like it is forced, Nobody writes well when he forces 
ideas, n6t even a column-vriting giant. But I am still on 
speaking terms with the N3F, and new things keep happening even 
in that most unimaginative of clubs. Recently formed an ajay 
group and are trying to act fannish.

The-N’APA (meaning Keffer Amateur Press Alliance) is 
probably one of the best ideas anybody’s ever had for helping 

■ out the'club, and if only it is used properly it cqn be the 
K3F’s salvation. Currently, it has published two mailings and 
the membership list is growing. I see in the second mailing 
.a lot of erudite discussion of the new constitution, and some 
readable mailing comments.

That constitution is one of the lesser goods about this 
upa: it< reads poorly. ' I have no doubt that it could function, 
but I think that the N3F did themselves a misfayor in allowing 
Larry Sokol to write it—it is a great club constitution, but 
as an apa constitution it lacks something. Probably that 
something is a preparedness for the problems, which might arise 
in an apa. As fur as I"know, Sokol has never had any direct 
experience with ajay groups—I know he’s never been in FABA 
or OMPA. .

But in a year or two, the ASF will argue most of the loop
holes out of its new apa, and then we’ll see whether this might' 
not act as an attracting force for new members and new activity.

'b-rde.

DIALOGUES AT SUNSET — II ' . r

Ronel: "Aren’t you going to defend Chicago?"

Ellie Turner: "what do you think I left for?"

Ron: "Long Beach."
Ellie: "Lhat’s wrong with Long Beach?"

■ ’ Ron: "You came out here and got pregnant."

Ellie: ’’Worse things can Happen than getting pregnant."

Ron: "Not to me I”
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...The Innaugur at ion of a department devoted, to review and 
criticism of the professional field.

The New York Public Library is a blind and dogmatic institu
tion, little given to actual thought or critical discrimination - 
a prime and documented sufferer, for instance, from the Kuttner 
Syndrome - and it is proven folly to trust their cataloging symbols. 
Manning Coles’ ghost stories are found with the Detectives, Gideon 
of Scotland Yard and James Bond of the Special Branch with the 
straight novels, and once Asimov’s The End of Eternity turned up 
in the children’s section, therefore the intelligent reader (Thy 
Faithful, of course) usually scans’:the whole works.

This time, it must be said, NYRL had some help from the pub
lishers, though (cowards.!) - even the jacket reviewers are confused: 
Louis Untermeyer calls it ’’a murder mystery in which the mystery 
is literally magic and in which the murderer is murdered”. Still, 
you would expect the library would read this stuff before they 
buy it - or at least that somebody intelligent would - and this 
particular novel is quite clearly pure fantasy; and a very nice 
job, at that.

1 speak (had you wondered?) of The Dreamers, a Simon and 
Schuster first novel by one Roger Manvell. It is found, in my 
part of the world, with the red skull of a detective story taped 
across its spine; but it might as profitably be looked for among 
the straight novels. It has elements both of Heinlein’s Magic, 
Inc. and Lewis’ That Hideous Strength., but differs from them in 
being much more closely integrated, with the world we know: this 
one could happen - or have happened - right now.

It's the .story of a dream-curse, laid on a white doctor by 
a vengeful African (Note: the locale is England, not Africa). It 
passes through three other people, gaining strength each time as 
an independent, entity, before making its., final attack on its in
tended victim; and the struggle of squid in that climax, when a 
good witch doctor tries to take over the dream and turn it back 
on its wielder, is without doubt the most believable - and grip
ping - thing of its.kind I have ever read.

I see I've made it sound kind of corny. It's not: above all, 
the memorable quality of this book is its solid reality. Most of 
my favorite fantasies start out by saying Hyou know as well as I 
do that this couldn’t happen, but let’s suppose it could^; and even 
if they don’t, like Leiber’s Conjure life or most of Poe, the story 
soon gets so fantastic that, it necessitates "suspension of dis
belief".

This one doesn’t.
I don’t mean I sat there believing it did happen; but I do 

believe that, if it did, it would probably happen pretty much like 
this. ’■

The man is not an ostentatiously expert drawer of character; 
he is not ostentatious at anything: but his characters are clear, 
and distinct - and all from just di scription of what they say and 

(cont'd inside front cover)
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'jack Harness
"We’re leaving promptly at 

three P.lvl. Saturday," said Ron 
Ellik cheerfully, "so be there 
by two."

I trundled my impedimenta 
over to Zeke's, which doubles on

4 Thursday nights as the LAST’S club
room, at the appointed hour only 
to find no one there. A half . 
hour later I .went home for a chan
ge into sandals,, and when I came 
back, some of the gang had checked 
in. They'd been running off Shaggy 
all night, and was I ready to help 
assemble?

"I thought you learned your 
lesson on the last Shaggy,'! I said.

"You'collate:that pile, mild- 
young-man," sniffed Bjo.

It took two ,hours, with Squir- 
rellik pouring profuse curses over

C/. the stapler which-'refused to stap, 
probably in demand for higher

X wages or something, while Trimble

^C^GlrtS
and.. Tolliver- started, piling suit
cases7 on the luggage- rack of the 
Peugeot.

©

Ue numbered. 10 people in 3 
cars. Make’that 11 passengers: 
B jo had. brought Tammy. Tammy was 

• part Chiuahua and. part something 
else and. resembled, nothing so much
as an:overgrown innard for a hot 

. dog, except that she was white and 
had four pairs of tits down the bottom. She loved kibbles and tra
velled easily; snoozing contentedly for hours on end.

"What about the cats?" I asked Bjo.



'."They’ll rough it at the house," she replied.. "Billern will 
feed them and all. But if I left Tammy, she’d whine so much I'd 
have to move out because of the neighbors."

Ue piled suitcases into the trunk of Bill Ellern’s Hillman 
(he couldn’t make the trip) and Al Lewis' Peugeot (successor to 
TEE Peugeot) and Pick Daniels' coal-barge Impala. The S-L’As, to 
be distributed at the con, went on.top of the.Peugeot. Tucked 
away somewhere were a stack of Bjo .Bookplates, and a gruesomely 
huge pair of shears with which to cut them apart.

De drove through the Einotaur-pen of Angelean freeways for 
the open road, Steve driving Bjo and me in the Peugeot, John 
Trimble cheaufering Ernie Wheatley and Ron Ellik in the Hillman^ 
and Pick bringing along Ingrid Fritsch (recently from Germany) 
and Bruce Henstel, a loyal reader of Ackerman's mag. As we passed 
the latter, the back window rolled down and two bahdaged fingers 
waved at us:. Erik Gunther had made it after all.

Erik's an interesting chap; as recently as the beginning of 
the trip his name was Earl Samuels, but for- some reason that never 
did become quite clear he changed it to Erik. Erik is always exper
imenting. Like lately, he has two fingers of his left hand band
aged up. He stuck them in liquid air or something for -five min
utes. a couple of weeks ago, to anesthetize them. The doctor 
thought he would, probably keep them.

de sampled the California country-side of a sunset, and jest 
■and jape. The-first rendezvous was in Barstow, California, at the 
intersection of four US Highways. The map could have been more 
helpful, however. We looked, for-a specific highway up ahead, 
finally decided we were out .of town, and circled back; the. other 
three highways intersected downtown. Pick had made the same de
duction., and we seven ’went in the .first restaurant past the inter
section as agreed. Ko sign of the Minx. Finally there came a 
call from Ellik saying they'd made the same mistake but had gone 
on to a restaurant outside town. Ellik, by cross-examining the 
waitress there, was able to deduce the location of our stop and 
got us on the first dime. Clever the'se squirrels.

We sat and talked. Steve Tolliver was. a little worried about 
Terry Carr's intention of doing a fannish Saint story. Steve is 
an afficianado of Simon Templar and would much prefer that Terry 
keep his mitts off. Steve is ’such an afficianado that while he 
has a complete Saint collection, he’s kept two stories unread -- 
just so heTll; never have exausted the compleat saga of the Saint. 
He tossed around ideas for a Saint story that wouldn’t be an in
sult to Charteris, and finally got a good gimmick.

The decision was reached to stop outside Keedles for the night. 
He could still get some sleep, and the rest of the gang shouldn't 
have stayed up the night before. He checked- at a gas station 
about a camping spot, and decided to pull the cars together in a 
triangle off the road and flake out opposite. Ghod! It was jagged 
grav-el underfoot; some place to sleep, all right.

:. But the sky.’ "If- the stars came out one night in a thousand 
years, hew men would worship God," said Emerson. And he was right. 
I’m a city.dweller,. used to a thin sprinkling of constellations 
overhead,' and I’d gotten accustomed to the sparsity of the Los 
Angeles night sky. Besides, I couldn’t pick out the north star;, 
my astronomy having lapsed into picking out Orion by the belt 
stars.... But thisl There was no moon, no clouds, no lights other 
than a few at the gas station two hundred feet distant.... The 



r) sky was covered solidly from 
“ horizon to horizon with a 

blanket of stars! I’d al
ways wondered why people re
ferred to the Milky Uay — 
it stretched like a solid 
mass in a ragged band above. 
Meteors hove periodically 
into view, along with a few 
pseudo-meteors which turned 
out to be insects. It was 
fantastic. I’ll have to come 
to the desert more often.

I asked about snakes. 
"There aren’t any snakes on
this desert," Bjo said. "All we have are scorpions. Stay away 
from the bushes and if you hear a sound like dry leaves rustling, 
back away fast."

"You mean a sound like THAT?" I replied.
But it was closer to Tolliver than me. Steve kicked gravel 

at it, and Ellik came up with his Marine boots on and stomped it 
to death. .If we’d known where the poison sac was we might have 
cut the..varlet up for souvenirs. Ue searched but didn’t come
across any more.

Se pulled out our sleeping bags, and after experimenting, I 
found that I:could sleep on the bag if I used my jacket and blan
kets. 1 had one particular reason for sleeping on the bag, rather 
than in it (like a Seely posturepedic)•-- the guy I borrowed it 
from said- that it was surviving well, considering that it had'seen 
use in World War Two, but it did have an unquestionable internal 
feather leak.

JOHN' TRIMBLE
Sunday, the 30th, dawned clear and ehrly. I was rather dis

appointed when an interesting rock formation I had spotted in the 
pre-dawn light turned out to be Jack Harness. Ingrid provided a 
breakfast with all sorts of goodies: tomatoes, cold chicken, 
grapes, bologna, boiled eggs, and even cucumbers. And the coffee 
was only lukewarm, too. Gassing up the gars, we sped onward 
toward Leedies with the sound of stapling ringing in our fannish 

•ears: Ernie was stapling some collated Shaggies in the back seat.
As we crossed the Arizona border, we kidded Ernie (who has 

lived all his life in California) about the Great Adventures in 
the Outside World which were awaiting him. An inspection station 
hove into view, and after a brief stop the guards were thankfully 
rid of us, as-we drove on into Kingman, Arizona.

Here we again put gas in the Hillman. The attendant at the 
■previous gas stop had been pretty snotty about us using up all his 
ice water, so we’d only bought enough gas to get:the Hillman to 
our current stop. Ron wandered off in search of a church, and 
the rest of us goofed off in a city park. ?

Ue’d gone to an A&U Rhoot Bheer stand nearby, and when Ronel 
spotted us there, he actaully broke into a lope. Ue were soon 
off once more,, but not before Ronel had asked. Ingrid if European 
women did- what their men told ’em to. To which Ingrid replied, 
’’Are you kidding?" We did swap some passengers around there, too.



Three p.m* saw us in Williams, Arizona, and Bjo decided to
-• see if she could get any rest in the Hillman. The Peugeot sounded 
too much like the other one, and she was unable to relax in it. 
Jack Harness said she was like a graphic example of several chap
ters of Dianetics. "You’re piling up Engrams," he said.

"Good,".she replied, "then we'll have Engram crackers and 
milk for-, breakfast."

We hit Holbrook shortly before dusk, keeping a wary eye out 
for ferocious-looking motels. No attack.came, and after we’d mis
sed- connections once, we found the rest of the gang and informed 
them that we wanted to try for the Petrified Forest before dark. 
The gate was closed, and we turned back, heading for Gallup, New 
Mexico, to pick up Jim Caughran.

JaCk HxiHkIi oS
Perhaps I should describe our touring costume: Ingrid wore 

a black one-piece bathing suit throughout, adding a skirt and 
blouse only when necessary. Daniels wore brief red swimtrunks, 
even when absolutely necessary to wear more. Trimble was clad 
in shorts (1 should have, too) and zoris, while I stuck.to sandals 
for footwear throughout. John,,, by the way,, is developing the. min- 

• utest of paunches (he has a downward-slanting navel), and is some
what proud of it -- referring to it as: a bheer belly. Tolliver 
without a shirt is like a walking • muscular chart, except that a 
•chart locks three-dimensional. Very finely honed muscles without 
a trace of .ectomorphic fat. over them, but a lithe and supple car
cass, nonetheless. Bjo is --_well, Bjo. Her skin pigmentation 
has gotten clumped somehow,, mgrid is a tough but well-formed 
Teutonic lass, brown of hair and eye. Bruce is a typical (ugh!) 
thirteen-year-old. Ernie is best described as a farmboy stereo
type. Daniels is.bearded;and generally exudant of etahanol. Ellik 
has a.shape even more like a gunny sack than mine, and moreover 
has-body hair of ..an appropriately burlappish hue and density. Erik 
would kill anybody rash enough to describe him in print.

Bjo explained that although the US is considered ,a green 
country, it is still over.half desert. She has a crile full of 
lore about the desert; she has even seen some'of the long-standing 
ghosts haunting the desert. She and Steve fought a harsh verbal 
duel over the reality (hmmm) of ghosts. And me, a scientologist, 
just listening in!

Bjo has a peculiar logic all her own. She doesn’t approve 
of syllogisms. She hasa .specially tutored course in muddling, 
and makes the most of it:

Bjo: Jack Harness is a Scientologist with blue eyes. 
Steve: Jack Harness is a strawberry blonde.
Bjo: Therefore, all. blue-eyed strawberries have blond hair.
To which I replied: "All heavenly bodies are oblate spher

oids. 'Bjo Wells has a heavenly body. There are■things man was 
never meant to know." Trimble, -however, insists that it went: 
"All heavenly bodies are-ovoid and lush. Bjo has a heavenly body, 
therefore —I don’t think I’d better state my conclusion if I 
want to get to Detroit.in one peice." .

JOHN TRIMBLE
He’d rendezvoused with Jim”Caughran in Gallup, at the Grey

hound Bus Station, about 9:30 Sunday evening, eaten, and gone on



J C) to a roadside camping ground for the night. About 3 a.m., I de- 
cided not to fight the cold and hard ground any longer, and crawl
ed into the Hillman’s front seat. I wasn’t much warmer, but one 
heck of a lot more comfortable.

About 5:30 the cold had awakened most of us, and while the 
beds in the Peugeot were being reconverted into seats, a bunch of 
us piled in the Hillman and-went off, heater full-blast, for coff
ee. When we came out, I turned the Hillman over to Ron, and took 
a turn at driving Bjo, Steve, Bruce, and Tammy in the Peugeot. 
Stopping for lunch at the Old West Museum in Moriarty, New Mexico, 
we ate and I noticed a piece of paper floating gently on the air 
outside; Bjo proclaimed it to be a UFO in disguise. Jack ven
tured that it might be a litter-bag from a Plying Saucer, prompt
ing Steve to give the slogan: "Keep Your Universe Clean."

Jack rejoined with, "Is your satellite a sooty-lite? Is your 
Galaxy full of cosmic dust?"

To which Ron felt himself compelled to add, "The stars don’t 
like dust."

When we’d finished, Jack declared he was going to ride in 
the Peugeot to discuss Tenguar. "With Bjo?" asked Ron.

"Yes," Jack replied, "you know — it takes two to tenguar." 
We arrived'in Amarillo, Texas, at 6:50, after being cheated 

out.of an hour by a change in time zones. We ate, stopped again 
to hot coffee our thermoses, and drove.on. In Clinton, Texas, we 
were told of a camp half a mile or so outside town, and proceeded 
to drive 30 miles before locating.one, in Hinton Junction, Okla
homa.,- And there we spent the night.

We hove to in Oklahoma City about 9:00 a.m., expecting to see 
oil wells in the city streets any minute. No oil wells, but 
there was a bank building with a beautiful golden geodesic dome. 
Ue took the ‘cars in for greasing and such, and went to breakfast. 
Bjo priced paper cutters for her bookplates, and Caughran, not 
to be out-done, priced Rolls-Royces. True, he had been working 
all summer at some fabulous hourly rate with nothing to spend the 
loot on but desert sand.

Something about the city was all-too cricket. There were 
tell-tale smears over every block of pavement, crickets rolling 
around stupidly, and reinforcements dropping from the skies every 
minute. Fantastic. Black insect bodies everywhere.

Erik cruised around in dark grey shirt, wool jacket, ragged 
trousers, one decaying leather glove —"to keep the sun off"-- 
and zoris, which, for you northerners, are ubiquitous Southern 
California footwear, though you call them shower clogs. The nat
ives never did get used to them.

Flat Evil (Steve) acquired for us a motel room with pool (the 
motel, not the room) by the simple process of finding a suitable 
motel and asking the owner how much to use it one afternoon for a 
congenial mixed group of eleven people. By dint of much shaving, 
showering, swimming, and snoozing, I managed to begin feeling 
vaguely humaniod once again. Errk decided not to swim, and was 
soon busy sewing his fingers together. When I remarked upon this, 
the response was somewhat other than what I had expected. , "They’re 
his fingers; he- can do what he wants with them," observed John, some-



what philosophically an! a mite snappishly.
We left Oklahoma City in the afternoon, keeping a sharp 

lookout for the Plaugue of Flies and the .Waters turning into
blood. I was with Ingrid and' Bruce .. 
in Daniels’ Car. Ingrid was finish
ing our flag:, it was made from a . . 
pocket handkerchief and had ”LASFS”' 
in fancy script on both sides. There 
was a spirited argument between her: 
and Bruce over the relative merits • 
of wire.pigging as opposed to plain- 
thread stitching, which resolved at ;

. last in.doing it both ways.
A'word about the habits of Dick 

Daniels might be of interest here. 
He apparently divides.his attention . 
between the road ahead of him and the 
female beside him on the. seat, punch
ing girls named. Ingrid all -over, continuously, except when dodging 
return blows. It made, for interesting watching.

We had a detuner sur les herbes and waited for the .Peugeot 
and Hillman to report in. No luck. ‘After an hour had passed, I 
•phoned S.am mart!nez on the off-chance, that they had checked in 
with him. No luck. Sambo, it seemed, had to officiate at a Grotto 
meeting, but he brought over Robert Lee to keep us company. The 
sky by this time was previewing a vast storm with Degillean atten
tion to the Grand Effect. Lightning, rumbling, aspectacular_ochre 
sunset worthy of a Tolkein epic -.-all this, and a two hour, wait.' .

Finally'the two cars arrived. The Hillman had developed 
trouble', something it took a skilled mechanic 70 minutes to locate 
and two minutes to fix: a wire broken loose somewhere. Rohe 1 had 
cheeked with the state highway commission, and the weather bureau. 
A storm would dispute the right of v/ay with us ahead, and the 
passengers weren’t built for camping out in the elements. Sam had 
returned by this time, and after .a fine fannish confab, he fixed 
us uj> with a motel and we checked out.

AL LEWIS ...
Wednesday morning I boarded One of Continental Airlines’ ... 

shiny new Boeing 707 Golden Jets. The airplane is silver but it 
is called a Golden Jet perhaps because that is the color of the 
rudder. After all, a rudder is a very important part.

I settled myself into my seat in the coach section, which 
was noticeably more cramped than, say, the seats in a DC-7 coach, 
but having just put in two weeks of'playing summer soldier riding 
around in an. Armored Personnel Carrier which has most of the en
dearing characteristics'of a boiler factory, a mechanical reducing 
machine,-and a mole, I felt that I could put up with a mildly 
cramped seat in. an airliner for something under four hours.

Jets are so new that they.obviously gave the public relations 
men' a g©od deal of trepidation -about public acceptance before they 
went into service. Just before takeoff the pilot makes a speech 
detailing the advantages of jets, the speaker system begins to 
play soothing music, and the rider comes to the conclusion that 
the -interior decor of pink, yellow, and baby blue was apparently 
the nearest the decorators'could come to a baby’s nursery.



The motors warm with a roar, the plane speeds .down the runway, 
and then’does a fighter-plane climb for blue sky. How those things 
handle! Soon the noise dies away and only the sight of land pass
ing below gives any sensation of motion. , '

Breakfast was served immediately, and just as soon as I had 
finished, I glanced out of the window, to see that the clouds had 
parted, and I was gazing at some barren desert foothills. I did a 
clever computation and opined to my neighbor that those were prob
ably the southern Sierras, and that we were halfway across Califor
nia. I had no sooner finished than the loudspeaker announced that 
we were passing over Las Vegas, and that Lhke Mead could be seen on 
the ri ght.

Those jets are fast! They supply a’ chart of the route with 
little airplanes to mark flying time each ten minutes. ■ There are 
about two to each state. How strange, I thought, that down there 
somewhere are three carloads of my friends, , about halfway on their 
journey by now, hot, dirty, and tired; yet withingfour hours this 
plane will have landed in Chicago and I will have passed them up. 
I will be in Detroit tonight, and they won’t be there for another 
full day. I mused for a while on the relativity of time and chance, 
until the plane mede ready to .lando , j

JACK. HARNESS :
Vie had breakfast early as usual and went on the Will Rogers 

- Turnpike toward Joplin. At Cuba, we discussed installing Jim 
Caughran as Dictator, and inspected a roadside cemetary in vain 
for a marker for Furst Fandom.. Bjo had long .ago finished snipping
out her bookplates.

Missouri has the most advanced 
roadsigns of any state I’ve met. 
"Turn back,, you’re going the. wrong 
way." "Hatch the road, not road 
repairs." Vie made it into Spring
field at 2A6M. and sacked out in a 
downtown park, figuring to shove 
off when the fuzz got nasty about 
the invasion.

As it turned out, the nearby 
. Beorgeosi.e finked on us promptly. 
Erik, wandering around, was the 
first they contacted. When he didn’t 
prove communicative, they asked him 
to walk a chalk line. "Sure, if 
you’ll hold it still," he replied.

Their flashlights picked out 
Trimble next, and in the process of 
questioning, apparently mistook him 
for a responsible individual. That, 
the fact that we were fully dressed 
in our sleeping bags, and the 1959- 
ishness of our cars made us respect
able. All except Erik.

"Is hewith you," they asked 
Trimble.

"Yes."



"Are — are you sure he's with you?" ■ OO
"Yes, that's right."
Springfield, Missouri, must have a secret Manual of Courtesy 

for the police force. Vie didn’t have to tell them that we didn't 
ah, know it ’was illegal to bivouac in the city parks.

AL EEVH SFrom Chicago to Detroit in time for dinner and a walk about 
town. Coming back to the .hotel I spotted a familiar face, and 
there was Forry Ackerman talking to two people whom he introduced 
as Virginia and Steve Schulteis. We compared notes and decided 
that Forry had the honor of being the first arrival, when Jean 
Carrol walked through the lobby and joined us, mentioning casually 
that she had been there since Tuesday visiting relatives.

On the following day we were joined by Ruth and Dave Kyle, 
and soon all sorts of people began to arrive and I lost track. 
The convention committee put in an appearance on Thursday afternoon 
and seemed somewhat appalled to find fifteen to twenty fans already 
gathered. Yle went to dinner en masse in one of the nearby 
cafeterias —it seems as if all the eating places in Detroit are 
cafeterias. .

When we returned, .all sorts of people were in the lobby, nob 
Madle proved to be something less than an ogre, Stan Woolston and 
Djinn Faine brought the SoCai contingent to four, John Koning and 
someone else had started a checker game with oversize checkers in 
the middle of the lobby floor, and it could be^noticed that the 
bellhops took wary courses around the walls. Liz Wilson was 
spectatoring, blond, beautiful, and a mathematician to boot.

John Campbell appeared, somebody challenged psionics, and we 
■were off on a delightful intellectual brawl. I was rash enough to 
back up a statement with money and lost a dollar to JC. If John 
Campbel ~l was under attack at South Gate, he piled into his 
assailants and rather put them to rout at Detroit. Now if only he'd 
make his magazine fun to read again...

In the midst of this free-for-all, I looked up to see the 
portly figure of Jack Harness standing interestedly by. The 
caravan had arrived.

JOHN TRIMBLE
I furtively drove Al Lewis' Peugeot down Michigan avenue behind 

Billern’s Hillman, ignoring the hateful stares of the Detroit pop
ulace. As we drew nearer the center of town, I began to fear a riot 
would break out, with us as- its target. But we reached the shelter 
of the Pick Fort Shelby in the nick'of time, and bloodshed was 
narrowly averted. • .

The man at the desk informed me that no,, the hotel did not have 
a garage, but yes,.the;lot in back did cost v1.50 per day, and had 
24—hr supervision. The parking lot attendant let me know there was 
a lot across the .street for half of what.we were to pay.

"Is it supervised?" I asked.
"During the day," he replied. "We keep an eye on it at night 

from here. Care to try it?"
"With a foreign car," 1 retorted, "in Detroit? I’m not senile, 

you know." The fiendish leer on his face died, and I picked up a 
few pieces of luggage and went back inside the hotel.



’L ’’This must be a sci-fi convention," 1 heard, a voice cry. 
J "That pile of baggage over there just walked, into the hotel by 
itself*and. now it's trying to register/" : .

1 put do.wn the bags and. found, myself, face to face with an 
intently peering Forry Ackerman. "Hi, Forry," I said.. . •.

"It's only John Trimble," he said disappointedly, and then 
handed me a special delivery letter, from Billern informing me 
that mv car, which he had temporarily wapped for the Hillman,^ 
had all'but blown up on him. I was slightly disappointed thar it 
hadn't, in which case I could claim that the deceased and I had 
traded .cars for good.. n

I realized later that it must have been RonEl who lead the 
way to the LASFS suite, but at. the time I merely followed a lar^e 
bushy tail upstairs and tipped-it a walnut for its services.

'My, but it felt' good to shower and shave at last.

sJAOA minlUiOiJ
We checked into our suite on the 13th floor. Bjo drew a room 

to herself, wi th. Tammy, at least until Marion Zimmer Bradley should 
check in the next day. The men had the duoble rooms across the 
hall, with the exception of Bruce and Dick who shared a double. 
Ingrid was on another floor with Djinn, and Al Lewis had a separate 
room elsewhere, which is to say, he shared a room with some very 
expensive camera equipment. Later on Fritz Leiber and Dick Schultz 
moved in with us, to help cut expenses even more. I don't think 
the sleeping bags piled up against one wall fooled the maid. Vie 
reckoned the gasoline and other expenses between us and arrived at 
the.exhorbitant figure of $14 each'for our week on the road.

Djinn was down at the bar a lot.’ Ellik had opined that he 
sure-wanted to see her and Cogswell get together because they'd 
been propositioning each other by mail and fanzine for months now, 

: and by God he wanted a Cogswell pup of her to have around Los.
Angeles. One of Djinn's exploits at the bar was to have a drink 
with Cogswell, only to be lured off by Gordon Dickson, only to have 
him in turn outranked by Asimov Himself a.nd where it went from 
there passes beyond the mind of mortal man.

Down in the lobby, we ran into Stan, and Al Lewis suddenly 
realized we had a LASFS quorum. "We ought to hold a meeting," he said 

" just for the record and because it will bollix up the. count back 
in Los Angeles." ■■ .

MILLIES OF THE MEETING OF THE LASFS
The meeting was called to order in the lobby of the Pick Fort 
Shelby Hotel at 9;05:38 Pacific Daylight Time, after a discussion 
of whether it was eight o"clock in Los Angeles because we were on 
Eastern Time or nine O'clock because Los Angeles was on Daylight 
Time and therefore only two hours behind Detroit. Forry Acte rman, 
senior comma tteeman presided, in the absence of the Director who 
was holding a rump meeting in LA. The treasurer was absent, so dues 
were waived, which was quite legal since we had a quorum. The 
secretarv was present, but had missed the four previous meetings, 
so the^e were no minutes to be read.

Forry called for Committee 
reports, and Al and Bjo reported that the car caravan was a success, 
had accompli shed its purpose, and moved that it be dissolved. ihe 



motion, was table! until the second, half of their duty had been'"^'—‘ 
performed, and a reasonable number of those attending had been 
returned to Los Angeles. Someone brought up the question of 
Marty Vamo, who was hitch-hiking to Europe and just happened to 
be in town at the right time. He isn’t exactly an active member 
but hitch-hiking to Europe, it was decided,' is. enough activity.

Then somebody .suggested introducing the guests to the club, 
but somebody pointed out that it would be easier to introduce the 
club to the guests, and somebody else suggested that it would be 
easier to just forget the whole idea. .

Committee reports finished, we went on to Old Business. Dick 
said he had some that was seven years old, but he was disposing of 
it himself, glass-by-glass. Jack said he had a lot of important 
stuff to bring, up, but his recall wasn’t perfect, and it had gone 
clear out of his mind. .

Next we progressed to Nev/ Business, and Ted said that he 
needed a ride back to Ui, and' so did. Bruce Pelz, who was planning 
to take a swing through the west on his way back to Florida. Bjo 
and Al said they’d see what could be done, but a: seat' had to be 
saved for John Berry, unless he chose to visit Seattle instead-- 
which he did. John Trimble asked if a motion to adjourn and look 
for the bar was New Business, but Dick Daniels offered him a swig 
of his Old Business and he withdrew the motion. .

There wasn’t a great deal of pressing business,. and there was 
more interest in finding a party somewhere, so we went on to 
Reports and Reviews. Nobody would admit to having read anything 
in the last week, most making the lame excuse that they had been 
traveling. Next came announcements and Ernie announced that the 
17th World Science Fiction Convention was being held in Detroit 
that weekend and .we should all try to attend. We said we’d be there 
if we could. Bjo announced that the 18th'World Con would be in 
Washington in about a year’s time, and we should support.it. (Which 
just goes to show -- nobody calls ’em right all the time.) Ron 
Ellik announced that he vas getting thirsty, so Bjo sent Steve to 
get him a glass of rhoot-beer from the ice-bucket.

There wasn’t much left on the schedule except for Forrest 
Murmurings, and Forry said that he hadn’t heard much -- nothing 
seemed to be happening. Then he gave us fifteen minutes resume 
of reports on a number of new or planned TV shows with.stfantastical 
themes, and added that Belle Dietz, of New York and a number of 
apas, was slated to start a fanzine review column in Fantastic 
Universe (plug) in the November issue, on the stands October* 2nd. 
He added that this was the first fan-column since Fandora’s Box had 
had the lid slammed on somebody’s fingers over a year "ago. In 
the raffle, Djinn won a new copy of the latest Famous Monsters 

.of Filmdom (another plug) which was personally inscribed by Forry.

Irresponsibly submitted,
TED JOHNSTONE, Sec'y BASES

support.it


JOHN TRIMBLE
The waited had. brought the scotch and sodas, when Robert 

Bloch dashed up, threw himself at Bjo’s feet, and cried: "Mistress!” 
Blushing freckle-color, Bjo raised him to his feet and told 

him that he’d been freed last, year after putting in his hour. His 
face took on a melancholy look which-was relieved only after a 
striking brunette joined the throng about out table. "This is 
Evelyn Paige," Bob said.

"Evelyn, I’d like you to meet my friends here," and so say
ing, Bob intorduced us around the table, "...the young lady is 
Bjo, the evil-looking chap is Steve Tolliver, and this is.... 
Abraham Lincoln?" .

"No, Bob," we reassured him, "that’s really Jim Caughran 
under that furry fringe."

-0O0-

Friday dawned crisp and clear, I’m told. By noon it was 
still clear, but a bit warmish. I joined up with Bjo, Ernie 
and others for brunch, and. in passing through the lobby, we swept 
up Lorry, Fritz Leiber, and Jim Harmon. On the way to the eatery, 
I noticed that Jim was rubbing his hand and looking forlorn.

"V/hat’s the matter, Jim?" I asked.
He gazed pitifully at me, -with tears forming in .his eyes, 

and said, "All the doors in this hotel are metal."
Poor man.
_Later, I cheated the parking lot out of their dollar-fifty 

for Friday by leaving the Hillman where I’d taken it to be lubed 
until Saturday afternoon. After pocketing my .receipt for the car 
signed in blood, I joined Al Lewis and Liz Wilson in the Peugeot, 
and we headed back to the hotel. . ' .

On the: way, we were to stop by the YJCA so that Liz could 
get some things from her room there. But at every turn, the 
street was blocked by a parade which was winding its way through 
the streets of Detroit. By sneaking down several alleys, and out
distancing two ferocious-looking Cadillacs, we.finally found the 
"Y". Liz was soon back with us, and we sped off toward the Pick 
Fort Shelby.

And encountered the parade once more. And then once more.
And again, and again. be were hemmed in. Detroit would get its 
revenge, and we’d die of starvation in our little imported machine. 
But soon we found a carelessly left opening, and were around our 
enemies and heading back for the hotel. Racing against time, we 
made it into the hotel parking lot before they could close our way, 
and broad mentax horizons had triumphed again.

Later, someone suggested that we all go to lunch, and we glee
fully trampled him on our way out of the hotel.

"The Kyles told me about a verjr nice little steak place," Al 
Lewis said, "and it’s pretty close by, too."

Steaks sounded good to us, so we dragged the Seattle crowd, 
Ellis Mills, and most of the LASFS bunch along, and started out 
for the steak house. After walking for several blocks, Bjo asked 
Al again where the place was located.

"The Kyles said just a few blocks," he assured us, looking 
somewhat unhappily at the hungry faces surrounding him.

Only a few blocks further on we came upon what, indeed, seemd 
to be the Kyles’ suggested Steak House. And just when Ernie and I 



had. been wondering to each other whether or not we could get away 
with building a spit, and just how you’d go about barbecuing a 
faned.

The steaks were thick, juicy, and fried exactly right. And . 
we downed them to the bubble.of fannish'chatter and good cheer.' 
As a matter of fact, that was the best’meal I had in Detroit, and. 
it was spoiled only by the fellow who went sneaking around snaging. 
scraps off people.’s plates.

"After-all," I told Ernie, as he was about to do battle with 
me over the remnants on his plate, "Tammy’s got to eat, too."

: Fans were swarming all over the place when we got back, and 
this disgusting, condition only grew worse toward nightfall. At 
last, we could no longer stand meeting all sorts of fine fannish 
.personalities, and decided to go. to dinner. Steve found a Chinese 
Restaurant, in the yellow pages.(what you can’t find in a phone 
■book), Bjo collected a huge throng, and we started out. The place 

• proved to be nearby, and all- twelve of us made it. Toskey, John 
- Koning, and'others had already eaten, but we dragged them along 
with promise's of fannish chatter and pleasant fortunes in the for
tune cookies.

. After thoroughly confusing the waiter with who wanted dinners 
and who wanted just plates, and how much of this and how many of 
that, Bjo, Al, Steve, Ernie, Toskey and I threw him completely off 
by announcing that we would eat -with chop sticks, Al and a few 
others gave up before the end of the meal, but Bjo and I both kept 
diggedly on (and didn’t go hungry), and I noticed Tosk keeping 
Steve alive with hints now and then.■

I had been wondering if it was about to rain, but decided, 
that the staccato sounds I kept hearing must be something other 
than thunder. And sure enough, upon returning to the hotel, we 
found that Harlan Ellison had arrived.

JACK HARNESS
Friday morning j. sought out the Washington suite, and found 

that Pavlat and Chri stenberry and Liadle were there in one room, 
and Ted and Sylvia White:and .John and Jeanne Magnus in the other. 
John wasn’t up yet, and Joanne was a very amenable, persuadeable 
girl, so in no time I had her talked into, yes, into doing some 
ironing for me.

Karen and Foul Anderson arrived Friday morning, Karen in a 
stylish black — leotard will do. There were dart-shaped gold 
slivers sewn into the tunic part. She had the usual two jewel- 
encrusted chopsticks through-her Psyche-knot, and a Turqoise skirt 
which doubled-a"s a cape. With cape extended she was a good 
duplicate -of Giuletta in Tales of Hoffman.

Phyllis Economou was there" dispensing charm and limited infor
mation about the Economou Sex Platform, which is her platform for 
v.p. in FAPA. (p.s: she won)

Jean and Andy Young were there. Andy's beard was still long 
and objectionable. Andy had just finished an astronomers' conven
tion in Toronto, so Jean had"come down with Dick Eney, a fate worse 
than measles. Andy gave with the latest approved sooth: that the 
Universe, at least until the next meeting, is infinite and 
negatively curved. "So’s your .beard, 1 pointed out, but what does 
that prove?"' .?



’ In the afternoon, Bjo went shopping for costume ingredients, ■ 
■after ascertaining where.the department store belt was. Erik;
Bruce, Daniels and I went with her. Bjo got a goody here and a 
goody there, and then the Chevy crowd headed, for a novelty store. 
Bruce loa.ded up on clown white,- gag this, and gag that, along 
with Erik. I was about to gag myself when 1 :decided.that I, too, 
should have a costume. I picked up a pair of pink plastic horns 

:for my head, 2-| yards of scarlet cloth, and 2-1 yards of bright 
blue, at per, a metallized plastic "H" on a chain, and a belt 

■ r .. of copper discs stamped in a stylized
■horsehead, pattern, which I. later sold 
to Bjo back in LA. Am I an exhibition
ist or something? I draped the cloth 
over my shoulders to see . what' to do 
with it, settled on a Toga-like effect. 
Then I bought the belt, placing it in 
a double coil around my neck and check
ing the effect in a mirror. The sales
girl rang it up and asked, "Will that 
be all -- Sir?" just like she’d read
Laney’s memoirs or 
it cool, said, yes.

something. I played 
and walked away.

By Friday night most everyone had arrived.. Rick Sneary 
completed the coast contingent, Eney was selling copies of the 
FAN CYCLOPEDIA and seemed surprised when they both sold immediately; 
he said he’d have to get a couple more in case anybody else wanted
one. The Ellingtons were there, and Reva Smiley -- I put my copy 
of the FANCYCLOPEDIA to use to find, out who she was,. and Seth 
Johnson, looking as chrubic and bewildered as only an N3F Director 
can look, and Randall Garrett. Vie learned about the latter, when 
Bruce Henstel, who had been caught in the Newstand wi thout money . 
to buy the issue of Life with the article on the Astronauts, came 
bouncing in to announce that "Randall Garret loaned ne 19pf!J J"

. Then Ted' and Sylvia Wite came by. "Who's Eustace. Plunkett?”
he asked. ~

"John Trimble," I said.
THe said my fanzine was ’stodgy’; I’ll have to speak to him. 

Stodgy!...So Bjo wrote that Plunkett piece in CRY? It did her a 
lot of harm."..

"I thought it was pretty good, myself."
"You know John Berry is really supporting Terry Carr. He. only 

■signed that thing for Bjo because she asked him to.".
"Oh, really?"
"Yes. Where did you.get. those measurements of Bjo’s? Sylvia 

has a 22" waist and I know a 22" waist when I see one."
"Burbee measured her. Ask Burbee. Trimble and Burbee:and. I 

took those measurements." L long pause.
"Then she's lost a lot of weight since the Solacon."
”1 think she looks pretty good."
"Vlas she wearing anything? I mean a lot of girls can have 

a 22" waist-with things on." ’ ■■
"She wasn’twearing a girdle."
"How do you know? Have -you seen her without anything.on?"
"He doesn’t dare answer that one," said Sylvia.



"Burbee didn't seem to think she was, and. I deferred 
,to his experience and. judgement." Smugly. AnowSr long pause.

. "Lots of girls can look thin with something on. You 
don’t know. I’ve seen Bjo and she doesn't have a 22" Waist." 

"Allright, you can measure Bjo yourself. We'll get a 
tape measure and stage a public ceremonyI" I wondered how Bjo 
would react to that idea. I didn't think she would be overjoyed. 
Fortum tely at this point someone else arrived, and the subject 
was changed. I didn’t relish informing Bjo that her lily-white- 
and-brown-speckled body had just become an unexpected part of 
the program.

Fred Prophet came over to ask if I had brought the 
?'Genie" film along. The Philadelphia group had some movies, and 
ours could go on thesame bill, this evening. It was announced 
as sort of a pre-program program in .the Convention booklet, which 
wouldn’t be trisdibuted until tomorrow, ^fter some confusion a 
time was finally set,"and a group us departed for dinner. The 
sevice was slow, so I left early to make it in time for the show. 
The hungrier and culturally more cloddish of the group remained 
to eat.

Hal Lynch introduced the Philadelphia offering, an 8-mrn film 
the group had made over a two-year period. It-was a satire on Msternd — a sort of scientifictional dinosaur roundup, which 
had a number of cute gags. The film was lots of fun to watch, 
particularly since we had made an amateur film of* our own not too 
long before", and I could spot a number of problems not dissimilar 
to some we had encountered.: I think their basic mistake was to try 
a satire; the temptation to corn it corn it up is almost 
irresitable. Still, some of the corn was lots of fun, such as 
the "keen-eyed marshall" who appears wiping his glasses. I’d like 
to see another effort from you people, Hal. .

Our own "Genie" was next, and it was the first time I had 
seen the film in an audience situation, having missed the'Testercon 
showing. I awaited the 'reaction .with a good deal of trepidation, 
but people laughed in all the right places, and the martini gag 
proved to be a real boff. For all; its flaws, it seemed to please 
people, and I felt --well, shucks,. awfully good. The LA crowd came 
in from dinner and _ ran it a second time for them. It was the 
first time either Bjo or Fbrry had seen the finished product, and 
I think Bjo was more anxious about it than all the rest of us 
together.

Fritz Leiber arrived too late late to enjoy his perfoma ne, 
but not to baak in its glory. "You know," the old pro remarked 
in a tone of pleased wonder, "everybody speaks to me now. I feel 
like a movie star." ..

The final economium was awarded by Ted White. "Bjo does have 
; a good .figure," he said.

JACK .HARLESS'
About this time Lon Simpson showed up. Lon is 'an artist of 

limited fanzine appearance (I believe he was in SAfr. Illustrated) 
who is; Thoth-Amon, the T/izard, in the hyborian Legion. He got in 

■■'the Legion early and so was able to get the place of. one of the 
actual characters in the Conan series, a villain, incidentally, 
•that stood up against Conan and survived. Lon lives in mortar 
terror that Nyberg or Le Camp will write a rematch and knock off T.- 



r) Don. had some mad money-scheme similar to Jim Caughran’s and flew 
'■ to the Convention and back. Something about wrangling six days 

off from Work and having more money than time. (Ro brains, we 
figured, but were glad to see him anyway.) He joined us in the 
LASFS‘suite.

Came a guy in military uniform, weighted-down with medals 
and camera equipment, glasses, pipe, and smile. "Hi, Art Rapp, 
I said, and added sotto voce, "Roscoe’s two front teeth are false.

Also present was a petite doll with hair some sort of powdery 
color, who was Irene Barron, late Voluptuous Redhead of SAPS. Hot 
voluptuous, just sinfully beautiful and engaging. The Indiana 
bloc showed up, Buck and Juanita Coulson, and Lee Tremper.

Bruce and Big Danny Daniels teamed up to cruise through th?
con, and were generally close to Ingrid, who had invited a galfriend,
also from Germany, to attend the con. Erik, new to Conventions,
decided to pick one fairly well-known fan and shadow him throughout 
the Con and thus get a chance to meet people and so forth. It’s
virtualljr what a neo has to do at a con. So 'why he picked on me,
I’ll never know. He was generally in physical contact with my 
left shoulderblade, twelve hours of the day. The Chevy crowd had 
distributed numerous little torpedoes on the hotel floor; people 
were always having little explosions underfoot in the lobby.
Henstell was finally caught at it and only his extreme chronological
and mental youth averted punishment.

There gradually gravitates together a coterie 
and Jean Young, Pavlat, Madle, 
Silverberg, Ted and Sylvia (Tedsyl) 
White, Sneary, Woolston, Hickman, 
Eney, Trimble, Caughran, Ellik, Ray 
Scahffer, Liarion Z. Bradley, and 
myself. Boyd Raeburn comes along 
and asks, "What is it that all these 
people have in common? ” He maun
dered a minute, "Of course,' they're 
FAPA! " and so cogniting, joined us.

I don’t know how it started; 
doubtless some of the girls took off 
their shoes to start with, but mat
ters ran rapidly to a head and before

of people: Andy

long we were passing each others’ shoes around widdershins and auto
graphing the soles. So now, whenever I don my sandals and stride 
forth, I shall have realized a lifetime ambition: to trample on 
some of the most illustrious names in fandom.

iijj -Liu 'JI S
I ran into Liz Gilson and we started off in search of a party. 

He found it up in the Pittsburg suite, where the Committee-to-gain 
the-Con for Pittsburg was buying votes and dispensing free drinks. 
Liz wandered off somewhere and I found myself in conversation with. 
Lee Tremper, who was several drinks ahead of me. Vie started talkirg 
conventions and wound up talking shop; in due time, there being 

no chairs handy, we found a couple of empty liquor cases and squatted 
happily in the hall, within easy stdggar of the bar., and talked 
the night away. Somewher around four, I wandered off to bed in a 
roseate glow, happily contemplating the beginning of the con on 
the morrow.

TO BE COHTIHUED - like we've got 
a deadline to meet and who’s going to type 30 pp before Thurs.?



What with no letter column in the last issue, and the delays 
of the slimmer, we have quite . a varied stack of letters commenting 
on several issues, and while we' acquired a verityper from Lynn 
Hickman, we have, yet to get it under control'to the point where 
we can cut good stencils. So Old Underwood 15' will have, to do for 
another issue. First let’s hear some of the comments on 43 and44:

Helloh., Shagrins. ' ; ,
Ue11^ how I’ve got two affaires here before me>. And it's 

been a long-time since I had two affairs at the same time. Not 
since the 'd'ays'-of my youth. It gives me a very pleasant feeling. 
Though, when I . see that they are respectively 43 and. 44,. I get? 
some doubts. Well, anyhow, I’ve got them and I still have -to, eh, 
comment on them. Oh, myo I hate that word. It sounds sp 
pompous. I’d much rather sayf "talk it oyer," or something like 
thar o . - .... .

Yes„ I like the covers.'.of both of them very much better than 
the "cheese above ■ Jupiter^" By the way, to get back, just for a 
moment, to the .days Of my youth, in those" days: covers didn’t 
interest meth my affairs. I 'hardly saw them, took them in my 
stride, you might say. Sot. so; now Please forgive me. I got to 
the age where-I like to talk about my youth. You'll reach that age 
yourself some day, and then you’ll see.....

Before 1 go' on, I want to. mention that just a few days ago I 
sent a tape to some other fans on which I talked'about
SHALGRI L'’AEFALRE^■■■ Now' if you were Dutch, I could give you my 
idea, about bhangri in about three words, 1 tried to do that in 
English too, poured-pver .dictionaries, but can’t find the-proper 
woi’d for the proper meaning.,-; That’s a pity, because then I ‘could 
finish my commenting here,andmdw and just talk. • Besides, it’s a 
very nice meaning, would'do a lot to you egoboo, and you could go 
around in Los Angeles telling,; everybody that you edit a fanzine 
that's "byzonder gezellig geyaricerd.

hell, 1 still didn't say a word about- Shaggy’s insides, and 
already my wife is looking at me and at the clock alternately. Now 
does she want me to go to bed or is the tape recorder playing too 
loud? I worrt notice it for some time yet. It is alte, true. For 
her, at least,. I'm used to it. Worked this week in a night club 
called the Horse Stable,. From 9 p.m,. to 4 a.m. Nov/ I don’t 



anymore. Do nothing just now; Not work. Waiting for the phone 
to call me someplace.

Those insides nowJ...Fz. Leiber is good, of course. I always 
liked his witches. They’re the nice kind. Sexy.

By the way, in Switzerland 1 visited Pierre Versins. Know 
him? Author and fan. He’s got the very first ^mazings and 
Astoundings and even things before that. I handled them reverently. 
Never saw Sc.F. that old. Never saw so many Sc.F. in one house 
either. Sorry, Djinn, never look at poetry. (Except dirty.)... 
The article on music is interesting. For your information: I 
don't like Rock ’n Roll and such. If the Rockers think it’s some
thing modern, they’ll have to think twice. There may be some 
differences but the idea and the type of music was already played 
by us, long, long ago in my amateur days. Pieces like: White Heat, 
White Jazz, Blue Jazz, Black Jazz, had exactly the same structure 
and the same intentions. It was usual in those days, (at least 
for the trumpets and saxes in our combo) to play the last choruses 
standing on the chairs, the dancers got into a frenzy and more 
than once, as a result, the evening ended in, either a fight or 
loverslane. So, what’s new? Personally I have today a preference 
for modern jazz, but I still appreciate New Orleans or Dixie....

Best to all of you,
Wim Struyck 

: Eolenvyver 40-
Rotterdam 12, Holland 

##(That’s the editor's mark for those of you who can’t tell my 
sterling prose from everyone else's sterling prose.)Thanks, Wim. 
Now why can’t you all right long chatty letters like that? We've 
been getting a rash of -Jpage "thank you for SHAGGY, we like it, 
please keep sending them" sort of thing this summer, which is 
alright, and we’re glad you like the magazine, but we can't build 
a letter column with that sort of thing. That doesn’t apply to 
the ones printed herein, of course. Now, an overdue apology to 
Buz Busby, which should have gone in the last ish:^

Dear Al
While you and I have squared up all this stuff in person very 

satisfactorily, I’d like to clarify it for the readership.
Re "I recall some rather alarmed efforts on your part to get 

Bjo to drop her campaign so ’fanzine fans could present a united 
front' or some such thing."

The facts: at the time Doh Ford's candidacy was announced, the 
Terry/Bjo rivalry was strictly for fun, on the surface. I wrote 
one DNQ letter in two copies which went to Terry and Bjo, saying 
that they could either have happy fun aiad games campaigning against 
each other, or one could drop and give the other a chance to win. 
My feeling at the time was that Terry and Bjo draw their votes from 
the same segments of fandom, both in regard to geography and to 
interests; therefore, each was drawing votes from the other. The 
letter- was concerned with strategy, not wth emotional concepts 
such as "alarm" or "united fronts." Since I was one of Terry’s 
original backers (at South Gate, on the nominating petition), I 
felt that strategy was my legitimate concern.

But' because Terry was my candidate, I leaned over backwards 
to avoid giving any indication as to which candidate should drop 
out. I mean, I worked at keeping the pitch impartial — particularly 
since Bjo had delighted us with her first SArSine, and I certainly 



didn’t want to dash her SApSish enthusiasm by a display of cold-^ 
shoulder. , .

I can best summarize my current attitude toward TAFF,, thus: 
I-feel that Terry Carr is the #1 choice, but regardless of who 
wins I’m willing to kick in some extra loot after the vote is 
decided, if extra loot is needed — we have nothing but Good People 
running, and whoever wins will be a good fannish ambassador. OK?

SHAGGY f44 is a fine issue and deserves full comment, but as 
you know, I am snowed-under too badly to give it just now.

Certainly enjoyed getting better acquainted with all you folks 
(and you particularly, Al, since it’s especially rewarding to end 
up friendly after starting out somewhat at odds). Hope to see you 
all up here with John Berry, after the Detention, as discussed. 
We won’t be nearly so harrassed, and can have lots more fun...

All the best, .
F.M.Busby 2852 14th Ave. M 
Seattle 99, Wash.

stand corrected on the facts, and I apologize. But while I . 
got hold of some misinformation—or misinterpreted some correct 
information—I think my point is still valid. The categorization 
of fans into "fanzine" fans, and "convention" fans and "fanclub" 
■fans, while representing a very real inclination of temperament, 
is only a characterization --not a delimitation. To overstress 
fantypes leads to thinking in stereotypes. I think this is in part 
responsible for the bad feeling toward Bob Madle when he won TAFF. 
Most of the blame for this, 1 feel, rests on the "fanzine" fans, 
and, as an old "fanclub" fan, I resent their pretentions of super
iority. 1 felt that any extension of the Madle feud by labelling 
Don Ford as a Convention fan and trying to organize fanzine fandom 
against him, could only work toward the dtriment of fandom as a 
whole. Particularly, since 1 feel that this is an.imposed 
distinction. Bjo, for instance (since we are talking in a TAFF 
context here) represents the best of all three types of fans: 
she has published a genzine of her own, is a member (now) of three 
APAs, a mainstay of SHAGGY, and a contributor to all sorts of 
fanzines, but she has also not only attended conventions whenever 
she was able, but contributed to the program, both at South Gate 
and Detroit, and was the' most effective Director the TASKS has 
had in years. - While there are fans who only attend conventions, 
ard there are those who only publish, half of FAPA and over half 
of SAPS were present at Detroit, and it was. the panel of staunch 
fanzinests that lasted four hours and proved the mo st. constructive 
and. intersting part of thw whole convention. Conventions themselves 
are nearly always staged by .either fanclub fans or fanzine fans -- 
for example, Pittsburg and South Gate respectively. And you, Buz, 
arch "fanzine" fau that you are, not long ago put on a Westercon 
at which, according to Elmer Perdue, he had more fun.than he had 
ever had at any other convention. Sorry about twisting your facts, 
but the point I was trying to make with them does you only credit. 
Now I’ll quit editorializing, and get back to the letters. We 
are still on issue A43

Dear Al,...
The meat of this issue was the Fritz .Leiber article, of course, 

and he made some pertinent points regarding the working out and re-



। working of the ideas in science fiction. However I think he’d 
r—r agree that the old. ideas need, fresh slants, fresh viewpoints if 

they aren’t to be old. hat -and some of the psi and space flight, 
stories Campbell has been using are pretty old hat, let’s face it. 
(Lt least to anyone who’s been reading the stuff for 20 years). 
It’s difficult to put a finger on exactly what’s wrong with these 
stories, some of which are tightly plotted and expertly written, 
but they lack something and I can only imagine it must be a fresh 
slant. Rick Sneary, in his open letter has some interesting things 
to say about the problem, but 1 think he has missed the real diffi
culty in spite of his three-page spread. Lome of the things he 
says'are no doubt true, but seem to me to be irrelevant. I don’t 
look to SF to' show me how to save the world, in spite of a book like 
1984. I look for entertainment in sf, first and foremost and I find 
it in writers like Sturgeon, Blish, Dick, and a few others, who, 
even if they don’t give blueprints for; getting out of our social 
difficulties (How To Live Hi th the Bomb) don't write downbeat 
stories eitherj as a rule. Maybe I’m exhibiting an escapist view
point but the kind of thing Rick appears to want could easily become 
a pompous, philosophical tract in the wrong hands. If it presents 
fresh ideas, well written, I’ll probably read it, however. There 
is no doubt that something is wrong with ASF but I think Rick's 
answers are only part answers, and not the important part either...

Be st, 
- “ Fred L. Smith

3 Douglas Muir Road, Faisley,
. Clydebank, Glasgow, Scotland

r^I have some of my own ideas, but I’ll save them for an article.

Dear Al:
...The. article by Rick Sneary is Wbll thought out and well 

written, but personally I don't think along the same lines. He 
seems to be advocating a rather dull policy as far as science 
fiction goes, and I hope ICC does not take it to heart in' toto. 
I have reached the age where I read mainly to be entertained, to 
escape from too much worry about the future - there is enough of 
that done.as it.is.

"Yesterday this Day’s madness did prepare 
Tomorrow's silence, triumph, or despair: 
Drink! For you know not whench you came nor why. 
Drink! For you know not why you go, nor vhere." 

This is a good motto for today’s s-f fan, don’t you think? Why 
not make it the rheme of the proposed Collapsicon - most of you 
will anyway1...

Rory M. Faulkner 
7241 East 20th St. 
Westminster, Calif. ;?

/-^Collapsicon, an informal type party-convention,, coming up some
time in the spring. Barney Barnard is the committee, write him 
at IASFS for details.-,/

Dear Al,
...Of greatest interest to me was the.article by Eylmann. 

I’ve become keenly aware, in the last few months that: non-mnglish 
Speaking Fandom was making great strides ahead. And it troubles 
me that we here, know so little about it. And I think it is a 
shame, for as Klaus, and Hin, and Jean, and rierre prove, they 



are the sane kind, of fans we are. And. it’s no good, to have twoz| r. 
inter-stellar minded, groups grow apart from each other, merely “vO 
for lack of information'and. exchange of news. It might result 
in such stupid, things as two Horld Conventions, etc., with re
sulting split loyalties. I hope very much, that more ..such reports 
will be used.. (To people.like Forry and Harner, it must be like 
reliving the past. much of this report sounds like something that 
could have happened about the time of the first NYCon.)...

RickSneary
2962 Santa Ana St.
South Gate, Calif.

?#How about it, Klaus, Him, Pierre...any of you feel an article 
in you bursting to be written? SHAGGY will provide a home.. .r#

Dear Shaggy One(s).
Yet another excellent SHAGGY has come my way - the 43rd to 

be precise - and all I think I’ll say this time is that why 
SHOULDN’T it become a Focal Point? So what if it tries deliberately 
to be Los Angeles slanted? Whenever I read SHAGGY, I am a member 
of the LASTS. I participate in its parties, I attend its meetings 
(via the Jest a Minute column, which is if anything evbn better, 
than another similar column running in a rival Focal Pointzine.) 
I meet the individual entities that comprise the IASFS face .to face 
via the Profiles column. I watch Bjo 
blank surface. Friends from Berkeley 
keep things on the boil.

Dunno how you’re 
going to wangle any club 
subs out of me, however. . > <-1 n

Here as ever, 
Archie Hereer 
434/4 Newark Rd. 
North Hykeham, 
Lincoln, Eng. 

jnfShucks, Arch, we 
aren’t trying to 
wangle any subs out 
of you—you’re our 
overseas agent. You 
collect the subs for 
us. Our object is 
to present the ac
tivities of the 
LASTS in a way en- ‘ 
joyable to all our / 
readers. But simply: 
because it is de
liberately club- 
centered rather | 
than national or i 
fandom-centered, /
we cannot fulfill 1 
the function of a | 
national or inter- . 
national focal 
point. He try to

doodle on every available



z| q represent an interest — one of many. It wdhl<i take an unfettered 
—jJ ^free agent with, a national viewpoint, such as CRY or FAN AC or VCID 

and. FANaC, like SHAGGY, is fulfilling a single function. But, 
enough of that; we-'re glad you like our efforts. Now, let's move 
on to the letters about ^44,. not because we don’t .have more, but 
let's catch up to just two issues behind.
D e ar Al,

...A vast wealth of material in this as every issue - I read 
much of it on the Underground the other Saturday and have just 
finish^ it. Many little points come to mind - -most of which I 
forget but I was very interested in Ron Bennett’s letter on Bill 
Harry which I actually.quoted to Bill in a letter because I think 
it’s one of.the nicest testimonials any fan artist could ever wish 
to have. Bill has indeed gafiated but he still does artwork - but 
says he's lost interest in fanzines that only tell of Rich Eney 
and Boyd Raeburn and other people he couldn’t care 2d about - and 
things have changed. That only leaves about three decent artists 
in-the whole of British fandom. Heaven knows what editors will do...

Dodderingly,
Alan Todd
77 Stanstead Rd.
Hoddesdon, Herts, England 

rrliere in LASS’S we’ve got the opposite problem. He're crazy with 
prolific artists but have a bit of trouble getting members to 
contribute material. Vie might be able to arrange a swap. Say we send you George A. Fields and you send us Berry or Bennett? No^^r;

Dear Al,
Thanks for SHAGGYs 43 and 44. 

I liked them a hell of a lot and 
SHaGGY is certainly one of ;very 
special favourite 'zines. Every
one connected with it seems so 
nice. It's a happy sort of thing 
you’ve got going there....If those 
photos in the middle of issue 44 
don’t swing all’the as yet uncom
mitted TAFF votes Bjo’s way then 
fans aren’t the red-blooded types 
I thought they Vere, Any chance 
of borrowing the film to show to 
the Wellington Circle?

Regards,
A Mervyn Barrett
I 6 Doctors Commons
y Wellington 04, New Zealand
rrAt the moment, the Genie is in 
England th the Dietzes. Just 
\ as soon as it gets back we Mil 
\ clean it up into final form and 
\ have a print or two made. The 
print will then be available for 
loan to interested parties, 
especially clubs such as your 
group, Seattle, Philadelphia, etc.’ 
Give us a couple of months, though. 
inr



Dear a.1.. Ja very handsome cover thish and a beautiful drawing too. 
Your editorial describing the folks working on shaggy made me 
envious. 1 don’t really mind cranking a dupei handle — no 
Gostetnor mol — but Z shpc ^roulcL Ilk© some fQjinish coriip&ny whilst 
doing so...len’s treatise on fans various musical tastes I find 
interesting — but it always puzzles me why music gets so much, 
treatment in the fanzines, compared to the other arts - painting, 
acting dancing etc. Discussions on these are practically nil, 
and when I tried to get a discussion going on acting had very 
little response... (to Bjo) 1 was at the London Symposium last 
Sat where thanks to Belle and Frank Dietz we were ableto enjoy 
a showing of the Genie. Vie all thought it was just wonderful, 
and the acting was splendid. Ghen you came onto the screen and 
started to dance..my!..you should have heard the shouts of Bjo 
for Taff! A count then and there and you would have waltzed home
with the prize! Ethel Lindsay

Courage House, 6 Langley Ave. 
Surbiton, Surrey, England

Alight it be that the fannish interest in music is do to the 
availability of records, and the possiblity of ecah making his 
own collection? You can’t collect actor’s performences, or dances, 
and most art reproductions are in books. Then,.too, nearly 
everybody gets exposed at least to piano in their youth, but what 
percentage'of people learn even passably to draw, to act, or to 
dance theatrically?™

Dear Al: „...I would have enjoyed wen’s article on fans and music even 
if he hadn’t said those untrue things about me. The article might 
have gone on to mention that quite a few fans of today and the 
rast have actually made a living from.music, more than the lav; of 
averages would normally permit, I believe. Three people in FAPa, 
at Least fall into that category—Fred Smith, Curt Janke, and 
Norm Clarke, and Marion Bradley makes some pin money by giving 
vocal lessons. There have also been people in fandom who have 
been fairly important individuals in the musical World in other 
wavs like" Jim Blish, who was active in the Richard Strauss 
Society for a while, and Earle Barr Hanson, who had some kind of 
major office in the AIM in Miami. .

Mari jane’s article was a delight. It makes me less patient 
than ever with people who spend their time being cynics or suffering 
from weltschmerz when there’s nothing wrong, with them that a little 
perseverence or a thicker skin wouldn’t correct.

Maybe it’s hard for you people around Los Angeles to see the 
Laney situation as, we who have never been near the place visualize 
it. "llere is a man who writes the most devastating attack in the 
history of fandom, a:dozen years or so ago. Nobody files libel 
suits against him, no systematic refutation is published. With 
his death, we’re told that things in Los Angeles weren’t as.Laney 
claimed they were, after all. The circumstantial evidence is 
there and that’s all we have to go on. Actually, it’s hard to 
believe that certain things in Los Angeles fandom'have changed. 
You don’t know how unintentionally appropos was the effect of the 
line in your editorial, ”It was hoped that an Evans Memorial



were occasioned bv'TiE STORMY

Volume would be ready in time for 
this convention;, but that project 
is being handled by Walt Daugherty.” 
Do an outsider, that is approximately 
equivalent to the statement that my 
ship wouldn’t have gone ashore if I’d 
known that the tide would eventually 
recede....

Yrs, &c;, 
Harry Harner Jr. 
423 Summit Ave. 
Hagerstown, Md. 

^’Fraid I was needling Halt a bit, 
there. The remarks about Laney 

PETREL and included in the review
of that publication. I said what I felt was needful, while trying 
to avoid reviving that old feud. Laney did permanent harm to the 
LAST'S by creating an image . of the club, that ten years later caia 
cause a couple of kids to come to a EASES meeting for the first 
time -with so many preconceptions that despite a complete changeover 
in personnel, still see things in the old Laney image. Result, 
LIGHTHOUSE ^1, Hext issue of SHAGGY we will be celebrating the 
club’s 25th anniversary, and we have a number of articles dealing 
with the past history of the club promised. Two of them’will deal 
with the insurgent movement. Allright, Charles Burbee and Dale 
Harii you’ve promised the articles and I’m putting you on th? 
spot! Deadline is November 15.

Dear hearts:
SHAKGRI-D’AFFAIRES 45 has arrived, with a grim-note on the 

cover: ’’This is your last issue, why don’t you WRITE?" So, I’ll 
write.....the zine comes, always, as a pleasant surprise, so don’t 
for godsake, stop sending it.... play your cards right, send Faine 
over instantly, and I’ll even do you a story.....

Had intended to write, as'a matter of fact, after the first 
issue got here (months ago), but things kept coming'up. And that 
last statement may be interpreted as you wish. Honi soit qui mal 
y pense.

Stretch in Mexico, digging up wonderful old ceramic pieces, 
and just - digging. Oaxaca, where I flipped buying woven skirts 
at Ramona's on the Zocalo, and where there was this delightful 
sloe-eyed-girl who believes to this day that Apostolides is 
really an old Zapotec name and.....

.....and Taxco, one of the most beautiftil places on earth, 
with Margarita who lives there and helps make it so.....

And Mexico City, where three days spent in the Museo Hacional 
sent me. away convinced of the fact of Atlantis.....and, of course, 
Guadalajara, with fantastic Orozco murals and Ramona Guzman, and 
where-operations will be conducted next year, with luck.....

And then back to L.A., where, seemingly nothing much had changed. 
Smog and smoke fire from the hills - and then (don’t ever let any
one tell you that freelancing isn't hard work), setting up pub
lications "efforts” for various warmongering outfits around town, 
interlarded with flying trips to San Francisco, trying to establish 
a writing set up that will allow a week spent in the City and a week 
down here on an alternating basis, giving the lie to the old saw of



i

”vou can’t have your cake rrb eat it too”..... only trouble was Jr 
that first Citywide flight made me miss Djinn’s birthday party, 
so there went the icing off the cake, and one had to make do

All of which may serve to explain, a little, why I haven’t 
dropped you a line before this to le t you know how much Shangn- 
etc is appreciated. ? A V+.9 : ' bro ..... All right? m • -q p- ,

Alex Apostolides
IkS. I notice mention in r45 of; one. Kris Seville. Cho is Aris 
Seville? And why doesn’t^he phone? ■ . • ■ . ■ ;
/^Maybe he’s mad at yoxi^nr Jiim. .....

I^Ave been reading in the latest ^-GaY (Big Brother is „ 
watching voul ) and found Mari onBradley s letter .to Bob oloch.® is well-taken...and self-destructive. She beau- • ■
•h -fni denatured 17th Century tales which make such fine fare for «a» ilsnySSellzatlon arethe graceful detritus of a meanlfigful 
and emotion-charged original construction. It. is the original, 
construct and the burdln of its statement, that have survived 
into the attenuated form-that is popular today.. die egg came 
before the .trachitic chicken, aid'it remains very muchr.a mopt 
■noint whether the form we have known for some three centuries r 
Soild have exhibited the vitality o'f the forbear that endured from 
the Seventh century'BC. The former is the waning echo of the iattlll itthere-anyone ready to:assert;that we could have begun 
with the shadow and evolved toward the substance. u . _

'•I’m sorry but clearly, there must oe .a constant supply o baldly-statedAruths,. if only to prpvlde-therbase. the^; -
gentle romantics dan, under 
but hostile universe, for a

the sufferanceof a randomly nietciful
time erect -their, toweys. of spun, sugar.

. A. J. Budrys ; 
631 Second Ave

?

^The disagreement seems to 
fairy tale. Bloch, for his

Long Branch, Hew Jersey 
me to be over the definition c£ 
puruoses, was stressing the less 

realistic behavior of human beings that one finds in the 
children’s fairy tale -Marion Bradley the vital. elements. . , t 
'them. ; Both have valid polriW P believe.^- : ;

^^a3? That^ought to be safe enough for an opening, Sure, I know 
akedhead with Iredkles Pkb^ably opens.and reads^allShageWil,

. . A- in a sudden fit of ..
-emotion I addressed Mrs. Daniel Leben as Mother. _

The business at hand seems to be- commenting, on the fi-Ae n 
. .p neOCR^-L’aJB?A£RES ^45 which I have here .beside me.

being watched as, closely as it might have .been, so I picked up 
a few extras.

The. ‘contents page lists Al Lewis as editor, but it doesn’t

t



!Z r\ appear to do him any good.. He doesn’t get a bit of space in 
OU the publication for editorialising. I can imagine how a 

publishing session of SHaGGY goes for Editor Al Lewis.

AL: "Sorry I’m late, but I had trouble working out the editorial.
Here are the stencils for it; it will take up pages 3 and 4." 

Ernie: "Page 3 is already run. You’ll have to put it somewhere 
else."

AL: "Bjo, what pages are free for my editorial?" 
Bjo: "Editorial? Who told you to write an editorial?" 
AL: "Well, after all, I’m supposed to be the..." 
John: "Bjo is taking care of the editorial. Stop bothering her 

..4 ' and get to work."
AL: "Well, O.K. then. Has anyone stencilled tie Len Moffatt 

profile yet? We can run-his this issue and save Sneary’s 
for next issue."

Steve: "They’re both going in this issue." 
AL: "But..."
Ernie: "They both have been partly run off already. It’s too late 

to change it."
Bon: "Incidentally, we won’t be able to use the lettered you 

stencilled. Weber’s con report ran too long."
AL: "Too long? You aren’t using all of it are you? He only had 

about 500 useable words in that whole 18 page manuscript." 
Ron: "It was too much to edit all that crud so I stencilled the 

whole thing. Besides, this way we should be able to' sell 
. him at least 15 copies." :

AL: "Well, I guess the issue is all figured out, then. By the way, 
who ami supposed to give these bills for paper, stencils, 
and ink to?"

Bjo, Ernie, John, Steve and Ron in chorus: "YOU’RE the editor; go 
out and. PAY them!"

■ ..."Off the Guff," was by far and away the most enjoyable 
reading in the whole issue. I particularly liked Ray’s attitude 
toward slanting stories for a particular, market.. I think,.though, 
that he should have kept in mind that his method of selling stories 
to their least appropriate markets can Work only for a writer of 
the caliber of Ray.. Bradbury. Ho average wrtier is going to make 
Madamoiselle revamp a policy for one issue just so it can print a 
particular story. Ray is giving advice on hoy; .to write, not on 
how-to sell. My theory is that anyone can, by training himself 
(and slanting, deliberately), sell stories, but it takes something 
special to be able to write truthfully and still be able to sell...

It remains my firm belief that my con report was about four 
times too long, but I love you people all the1 more for printing 
it in full. I was really thrilled to see such a large chunk of 
SHAGGY handed over to me like that.

The Primer for Revolutionists was much fun.
The issue was a pleasure. Though it drive you mad, stick 

: ' with the use of color and many illustrations, for it helps prevent 
the eye from growing weary from pages on pages of text..; Without 
any improvement other than adding a fat letter column every

. . issue, you should have no trouble picking ip the.' Hugo next year, 
gush,

Wally Weber 
Box 267, 920 Third Ave. 
Seattle 4, Wash. 



r# I’d like to thank all those who sent letters which we didn’t 
have space to print; don’t be disheartened; the next SHAGGY is "" 
scheduled out in about three weeks. 1 said scheduled. We’ve 
never gotten an issue out on time yet, including this one. 'So, 
thanks to Art Hayes, Jock Root, Len Moffatt, Korman Metcalf, 
Lean Grennell, Bob Leman, Bob Leonard, George Locke, Maggie 
Curtis, Belle Lietz, Ivor Larreg, Lottie Faulkner, Lars Bourne, 
Mike Leckinger, Bob Lambeck, Lick Schultz, Felice Rolfe, Liz 
Wilson, (how the hell am I supposed to cash a check made out to 
SHANGRI L’AFFAIRES, Liz?), Korman Wansborough, Art Wilson, Gerry 
de la Ree, George Metzger, and Ted Pauls. And if you haven’t 
written, why don’t you. Warning: next issue is going to be a 
super-thick one, and it costs money to mail out. So, like, we’re 
pruning our mailing list. Get with it and write.

KoW I have some bills to pay.
—Al Lewis
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ROASTING CHESTNUTS (cont’d)

(FU, 11/590 John Brunner’s "City of the Tiger" introduces a theme 
which is both good, and new - at least to me. Lealing mainly with 
a battle of Mogul wizards, and written with a fast-moving style 
and excellent continuity, this could well be the beginning of a 
very good series. A second one will appear next issue.

In the article section, Lester Lei Rey discusses the dangers 
of atomic waste accumulations, Wenzell Brown reports on mutated - 
hermaphroditic and mosaic - insects: "The Ants of Ireland's Eye", , 
and Lr. Leslie Shepard discusses "Physics of Space": temperature, 
meteors, and radiation hazards.

If there is one theme that’s old and over-used, it’s the one & 
in which the Earthling Slave breaks free, joins the Freemen, and 
drives out the Alien Conquerors. Add one more story to the list 
using this theme: "The Gladiator", by Thomas Payne.

Laniel F. Galouye1s "Minor Offense", illustrates the univers
ality of symbolism, and has a sneak-punch ending.

"The Comanleigh", by Myrle Benedict, deals with the destruct
ion of The Comanleigh, the storm hag, in a bit of Celtic myth 
that is new to me.

Eric Frank Russell chronicles the advent and life of Alfred, 
a pet hunting-spider, in "A Manny Legged Thing". This Is better 
written than most of the stranger articles which FU has printed 
in its six years, even if an sf mag is a strange place for it.

And, speaking of strange articles in FU, I see by SFTtimes 
that Taurasi is griping about the articles on saucers and other 
occultisms appearing occasionally in the mag. It seems to me that 
we should let Santesson print what he can sell, for discouraging 
a pro-mag at the present time seems a bit stupid. And FU is going 
in heavily for fan-slanted material, which makes nit-picking akin 
to cutting off a nose to spite a face. TWO illustrated Retention 
reports are promised in the near future, and Belle Leitz's "Fan
notations" begins this issue. Belle begins by giving an intro
duction to our microcosm, and the smaller one of fanzines, and 
proceeds to review (not criticize) eight current fanzines. The 
necessity of slanting the reviews for the non-fan makes them a 
bit watered-down, but they’ll probably improve, and any prozine 
review column is better than none.

--bruce e pelz.




